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INTRODUC1'ION
"Whatever else one may say about nove l s , there are two
statemen ts which are not likely to be disputed .

One is that

many people wr ite them, a nd the other is that many people
read them . ul

'Jlo one who h a s at tempted even a simple study

of the modern novel with its vary i ng moods , its chameleon
quaJ.ities , such a surrnnary of t he situation a s is made above
is one fraught with truth.

Through th e inconsistent maze

of criticism and confJ.ictin g analysis wh ich surr ounds modern
fiction one· may see only a f ew glimmering sp ires of g eneral
truths and tendencies rising above the common l ev e l of
confusion .
It is with t h ese mo re univ er sal l y recogn i zed and ana lyzed truths a nd tendenci es that this di scussion will deal
primarily . Obviously the greate s t limit a tion in t he study
of the c ontempo r ary novel is t he diffi cult y of project ing
one ' s cr iticaJ. judgment to a distance fron wh ich a sane and
r e lative appre ciat i on and evaluat i on may be udvun ced .
1'he l a st twenty or thirty years h av e se e n an unusua l
amount of activity in fic t iona l wri ting.

With an almost

un ani mous r e a ction aga inst the limitat i ons i mposed upon
structure in the preceding ages , contemporary auth ors h ave
filled home s and l i braries with thousands of works which
1

Vita Sackvi l le We s t , " The Future of the Novel", Bool{man ,
December, 1930 , 350 .
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attempt to express in literally thousands of

dispar~te

forms,

their interpretations of this modern complex life.
Probably never before in the checkered career of the
novel has there been such a universal searching for new forms,
new modes of expression, new themes.

Elizabeth Drew in her

work, The Novel and the Age, says that the "agnostic temper
of the time has made fiction fearless in experiment." 1 The
French critic, Michaud, declares in his study of our novel,
"The password nowadays is spontaneous and original expression."2
Such an experimental development is not strange nor unexpected;
rath er it might be expected with the truly great . changes which
have come in the world's civilization.
One of the most successful of these new forms of the
novel, and one which seems destined to be of permanent value,
is the cluster novel,3 which consists of a group of short
narratives unified by some common event, relationship, location, or character into a single connected whole.

It ap-

pears to be particularly typical of the qualities and characteristics of modern fiction as well as to be particularly
adaptable to certain types of story telling prevalent today.
Although it may be discernible through this discussion
that the cluster novelists have been influenced by a storytelling technique almost as old as story telling itself, we
shall also see that the form develope d by contemporary writers
1

2
3

Elizabeth A. Drew, The Novel and the Age, 43.
Regis Michaud, The American Novel Today, 23-24.
The first use of the term "cluster," I believe comes in a
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is one essentially new, a direct outgrowth of contemporary
life and culture.
The cluster novel seems to be a strangely effective
combination of short story and novel qualities.

It involves

the combination of separate short narratives which are joined
and often motivated by a force which unifies the whole into
a literary unity entirely deserving its classification as a
novel.

In a true modern cluster, not only are the separate

episodes linked to a common center, but they are linked to
each other also, usually by family relationships, setting,
or repetition 9f certain characters.
To G. K. Chesterton this episodic form is noticeable in
all the arts:

A quality which literary reviewers suddenly started
calling sporadic, but which those who love the noble English
language wil-l prefer to call patchy, appeared simultaneously
in all the arts; music cut up into notes, pictures cut up
into impressions and episodes, and poetry often cut up into
isolated images. There went with this a love, not only of
vivid or violent color, but of very jagged outline or pattern;
as if to emphasize thr fact of something broken off sharply
from everything else.
In this rat her cryptic and colorful statement, Mr. Chesterton can hardly be said to refer directly to the cluster novel,
for it cannot fairly be ac cused of being "patchy."

The

essential unity of a cluster novel is an outstanding characteristic and one which points toward permanency.
'l1he

clust er form as used by contemporary writers find 3.

review of The Six Mrs. Greenes as written by Garrieta
Busey i n tne-New-york Herald Tribune "Books," May 19,
1929, on pag e~---1

G. K. Chest ert on, "The Spirit of the Age in Literature,"
Bookman, October, 1930, 97.
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peculiarly apt adaptation to certain subject matters.

Really

significant authors have sei zed upon this form, with varying
degrees of efficiency, molding it to suit their purposes,
Such writers as Hergesheimer, Wilder, Bromfield, Wescott,
Komroff, and Zweig have used it and found it good .
authors mentioned first have used it more than once.

The three
So , it

is no t an untried form, one boasting only of potentialities.
It has been tried and will cont inue in use, just as will any
form and technique, so long as its methods are adaptable to
the presentation of fictional subject matter.
Out of the welter of the new technique in modern fiction
in experimental creations there came this cluster or episodic
development.

In reading through the literary magazines of

1 928 and 1929 one can watch recognition of this new form slow-

ly come into existence.
say:

What is this?

Book reviewers began to look up and

From where did it come?

What is its

future?
Ben Ray Redman wrote in 1928 when reviewing Bromfield's
The Strange Case of Miss Annie Sprag8:
This book by Louin Bromfield bears undeniable, superficial resemblance to no less a work than Thorton Wilder ' s
The Bridge of San Luis Hey .
The Strange Case, like The Bridge , is really not a novel,
but a group of Diographical stories that have been moPe Or
le ss closely related by an auctorial device.l
Garrieta Busey in reviewing Lorna Rea's The Six Mrs.
Greenes also recognized a new fictional development under way
1

Ben Ray Redman, New York Herald Tribune, "Books ", September 16, 192 8~ .----
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when she wrote:
The cluster of narrative centering in some common event
or relationship, a scheme which has recently be en employed
by Mr. Wilder, Mr. Bromfield, and Mr. Wescott, is a particul arly happy one for the type of fiction, so popular nowadays,
which tells the stories of uneventful lives.l
By 1929 and 1930 the popularity and the increasing use
of the cluster form caught the attention of most careful
readers of fiction.

Its orig inal adaptations, its unique

technique, its clever appropriation of the best in the novel
and in the sho.rt story forms, its use by leading novelists,
its suggest ed similarity to age-old literary methods, and
its very apparent pos s ibilities--all these make it a subject
worthy of some detailed study.
It shal l be the aim in this discussion to search out the
v e ry e arly traces of fictional forms similar to the cluster
type, to attempt to account for the present f orm of the cluster
by comparing its technique and form with that of the short
s t ory and t h e conventional novel, to enumerat e and analy z e
modern works of fiction with cluster t endencies, to discus s
the characteristic fe a.tures of t h e c ontemporary cluster novel,
and to attempt a summary as to t he p ermanenc e and pos s ibil i ties of t h is new type.
It is too n ew a form to h ave won dii·ect discussions and
careful analysis in contempora ry books and periodicals.

Virtu-

ally all of the mater ial has been gleaned from the first h and
source of reading the novels with cluster t endenci e s, tog ether
1

New York Herald 'l'ribune, "Books", May 19, 1929, 7.
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with the comment of book reviewers.

A careful study of the

conventional novel and the modern short story has been made,
in an effort to trace through them the development and the
characteristics of this new fictional form.
In a discussion of a subject such as this, one which is
growing and developing even at a more rapid pace than the
discussion is being written, certain boundaries must arbitrarily be set.

This thesis, then, will discuss the de velop-

ment and the fe atures of the cluster novel up to the autumn
of 1931.
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CHAPTER II
EARLY TRACES OF CLUSTEH TENDENC IES IN FICTION
Professor Cross of Yale University, eminent critic of
literature, believes that there can be little new in fiction
technique because the novel ho.s a way of "curving in upon itself," going back to use in modified form earlier experiments.l
Such a statement fits itself admirably int o the net with
which one may sift t he history of fiction in an effort to
apprehend some of the early traces of t h e cluster idea.

Many

early hints and sugges tions which indicate a similarity to
our modern type will be noticed .

Whethe r the modern cluster

novelists arc consci.ously aware of t he fact or not , t h ey have
been influenced by a fiction technique which is almost as old
as laneuage itself .
The tendencies that may be discovered in early lit erary
history indicate that t h ere are t wo g eneral s ou r ces of t h e
clust er type.

The first lies in t he so-called "frame " n ov el,

while t h e other exists in the farnous incident or epis odic novel.
The grouping of a "number of s i ngle compositions into a
large r whole is the so-called 'frame '.

This form has be en

most frequent l y used in t he short story, notably in the
famous examples of t h e Decameron, Heptameron, Canterburx
Tales. " 2
1

2

The episodic novel refers to that type of fiction

Cross, The Modern English Novel, 27-28.
Whitcomb,

~he

Study of

~

Novel , 4 .
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which tells a connected story through the narration of
adventures which approach completeness in t hemse lves.
typical episodic novel is Fielding's The

A

Hlsto~ of~

Jones,

a Foundling.
Of all the commentators on modern fiction which were
read, Profes s or Cross is the only one who gives a direct
sugges tion as to the ancestry of the cluster nove l.

He says,

"Willa Cather in De ath Comes for the Archbishop has revived
chronicle h l story, older than F'roissart; and Thornton Wilder
has revived linked biographical sketc hes, older t han Malory,
in The Bridge of San Luis Hey."l
"Our sea rch for !Aalory 1 s precursors leads us back centuries to the early Ori ent a l t a les--Persian, Indian, and Greek
folk lore."2

In our search we meet t:l.tles which are strange

in t he ir n ewness to u s , but early in the history of the i'rame
story we come upon a title which brines memories of delight
to most of us, The Thousand and One Nights.
The plan of this work, which is typical of the early
oriental tales of this type , is an ingenious one .

Scheher•ezadc,

daugh ter of a vi zier, desired to marry King Shahriar in spit e
of t he f act that it was his custom to e liminat e his brides
from this earthly strugg l e after en joying their charms for one
night.

She had her way about the marri age , but proved much

wiser than her predecessors .

To entertain her lord and master,

and to save her own lif e , she began t o tell him a story of
1
2

Wilbur Cross, The Modern English Novel, 29.
Encyclopaedia Britannica, 14th ed., XXII, 158.
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magic.

Da.v:n came before she had completed it, so no order

was given for her execution.

Thus began a series of

marvelous short stories, as well as the annoying practice of
"to be continued in the next issue."

For a thousand and one

nights, Schehe rezade told marvelous tales such as "Aladdin's
Lamo
- , 11

11

S1nbad the Sailor , 11 "Ali Ba.ba and the Forty Thieves , "

and "Harun-Al-Rashid. 11

At the end of that time , the 1\. ing

was s o enci1anted with his wife that they lived happily
together ever after.
Definitely imitating such early Eastern fables, Boccaccio
publish ed in 1358 his famous and influential Decameron.
Decameron is an absolute work of art.

"The

The scheme is formal

and should be compared with that of The Thousand and One
Nights and The Canterbury Tales."l

There are ten protago-

nists, three youths and seven l adies , and the horror which is
des i gned to set off the stories is a universal pestilence
which threatens the City of Florence, and from which they all
flee to the seclusion of a villa garden where they spend the
time in telling stories.
Of The Decameron, John Dunlop, Esquire, in his antique
but scho l arly work dealing with the history of fiction, has
this to say:

"There are few works whi ch hav e had an equal

influence on literature with the Decameron of Boccaccio .
Even in England its effects were powerful.

From it Chaucer

adopted the notlon of th e frame in which he has enclosed his
1

Encyclopaedi~

Britannica, 14th ed., III, 767.
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t a 1 e s, • .

• Ill

With t h e frame story now launch ed upon the European
continent it is not surprising to witness Chaucer, Eng land's
first modern poet, adopt it as a vehicle for his masterpiece,

~ Canterbur~

Tales.

In this work a group of

pilgrims gath er at the Tabard Inn arranging for a sort of
"story te l ling marathon" as they make their holy journey to
Canterbury.

All in all, Chaucer completed twenty-four sepa-

rate stories, linked through the method of recounting.
At practically the same time, Gower in his Confessio
Amantis, was also influenced by Boccaccio.

He took "the sins

of the seven deadly sins •••• all in their relation to love.
A priest of Venus preaches their dangers to the author, who
professes to b e a lover.

Each sin is illustrated in g ood

homily fashion, by a tale,.

u2

The modern cluster may claim some qualities of t h ese
frame stories.

These early wor ks are groups of short narra-

tives unified in each case by the method of recounting.

They

differ chiefly from tl1e modern type in that the unity is quite
mechanical and t h at the separate stori e s remain separate and
are not linked nor interwoven with one another.
The Arthurian legends, to which so many literary forms
and subject matters may be traced, give a definite suggestion
of likeness to the cluster type.

In Malory's great col-

1

John Dunlop, The History of Fiction, 243.

2

H.

s.

Canby, The Short Story, 59 .
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lection, especially, is there evidence of origin of this form.
Here the short narratives are unified by the reappearance of
the same characters, the same locations and events.
Spenser's Faery Queen, with its allegorical tales of the
adventures of knights representing various virtues, possibly
carries cluster suggestions, as does Ariosto 1 s Orlando Furioso
after which Spenser modeled hi s masterpiece.
Although in reading the history of the development of
the English novel, one finds few distinctly definite traces of
the cluster tendency, many minor ones are evident.
According to Carl H. Grabe of the University of Chicago,
"The simplest form of story is that which tells, in the order
of their occurrence, the adventures of a single character."l
Such is the type of the first English novels, Robinson Crusoe ,
Pamela, Tom Jones, Roderick Random.

These are known as the

novels of incident.
The famous picaresque novel which came from Spain is
very similar to this early type of narration.

Such works

provided a number of amazing adventures for the hero and an
equally amazing opportunity for the author to display his
satiric humor.

To take " a central figure through a suc-

cession of scenes, introduce a great number of characters,
and thus build up a picture of society" is the obj ec t of
this form of fiction according to Muir.

He says also, "so we

have the hard-working traveling hero , posting from inn to
1

Carl H. Grabe, The Technique of the Novel, 1.
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inn.

. .Ill
The great defect of these early novels lay in the lack

of a definitely planned objective.

Grabo likens them to "a
bamboo pole, all the sections very much alike." 2 Herein
lies also the faint suggestion of the cluster.

The cluster,

too, is made up of sections, but it has a definite plan and
a more essential, rounded, and obvious unity.

Whereas the

incident novel may be likened to a bamboo pole, the cluster
novel is more similar in resemblance to "amber beads on a
string, each individual and complete in itself, yet lending
its fire to the next."3
In 1800 Maria Edgeworth published a novel which approaches more nearly than any other early work of fiction
the contemporary novel.

It is Castle Rackrent, a novel laid

in Ireland, in which Thady Quirk, a trusted family servant,
tells the st ory of the Rackrent family.
First there is Sir Patrick, known and venerated as the
originator of raspberry whiskey.

Sir Murtagh follows his

father, Patrick, as lord of the castle.

His interests are

centered in law suits.
Following Sir Murtagh's death, the dashing younger
brother, Sir Kit, takes over the inheritance.
estate drained of money
1

~n~

He ke eps the

ls finally forced to marry a

Edwin Muir, The Structure of the Novel, 32.

2

Carl H. Grabo, The Technique of the Novel, 3-4.

3

Mary Ross, book review of Short As Any Dream by Sergeant,
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"Jewish" for her fortune • . They quarrel incessantly over money,
but it is a disagreement over
break.

por~

which causes the final

After that the Irish lord keeps his wife locked in

her room.

This unscrupulous Hackrent loses his life in a

duel.
Sir Conolly Hackrent, a distant relative, is next in
line.

He can boast of the two outstanding Rackrent charac-

teristics--love of drink and inability to hold on to money.
His marriage, too, is unhappy.

Finally his creditors close

in on him and he is removed from the Castle .

His end comes

as the result of a dr:l.nking contest--he wins the contest but
loses his life.
Although the actual form of this short novel is not
divided so definitely into sections for each one of the Rackrents, there is undoubtedly a very real suggestion of cluster
type.

The actual link and motivating force is Thady , but

there is also a unity in the various parts through the fact
that the men are all members of t h e same family and that they
all have inherited certain family traits.
Dickens' novels often carry vague hints of the cluster,
or, better, the episodic form.

His Pickwick Papers offers a

never ending series of adventures of a group of splendidly
conceived characters.

Both Muir and Grabo attribute the

loose structure, which almost suggests over-plotting, to the
necessity of keeping up the reader's interest from inthe New York Herald Tribune, " Books"; November 24,
1929-;--4" . - -
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stallment to installment of the publication.

Grabo directly

accuses this type of publication, saying, "The serial :form of
publication has undoubt edly be en responsible for much overplotting ."l
The only other suggestion of cluster tendencies that
were discernible preceding the amazing post-war development,
which will be discussed more fully later, came from tl1e
Russian chronicle novels, which have influenced so noticeably
the English novel.

In these chronicle novels Percy Lubbock

concludes cleverly tho.t the characters enact the "cycle of
birth and growth , death and birth again ."
The cluster novelists have adopted this generation
subject matter, but have chosen to develop it as short,
graphic narratives rather than as a vast, c ontinuing panorama.
In summarizing, then, the discussion of the traces of
cluster origi n s in the history of fiction one may conclude
that definite suggestions of similarity are discernible.
After thus considering the traces of cluster tendencies,
several conclusions may be drawn.
In the early fr ame stories , wh ore t h e distinct short
t a les for the most part lack kinship with e o.ch other, the
practice of hanging s eparate narratives on a cornrnon ra ck
gives a direct cluster likeness.
1

Carl H. Grabo, 'Phe 'rechnique of the Novel , 29 .
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In the early works of the incident or episodic t ype ,
marked by a distinct lack of plan or purpose, the apparent
individual completeness of the separate anecdotes g ives a
cluster hint.
Although basic intimations of cluster ancestry are to
be found in early fiction, the secret of the ori gin of t h e
essentially modern clust er form probably lies in the
development and the characteristics of the novel and the
short story of today.

The cluster, we shall find, is a form

seemingly typical of contemporary fict ion, a n a tural outgrowth from older forms, and a promi sing indication of the
future novel.

A detailed discussion of the novel and the

short story, which have really given rise to our cluster
form, will not be amiss.

19

CHAPTER III
THE MODERN NOVEL
AND ITS TREND TOWARD THE CLUSTER DEVELOPMENT
In the last thirty years the outstanding developments
in fiction have been in the novel and in the short story.
Technique in each has been finely developed and as finely
analyzed.

Each form fills a definite need, cares for a

special subject matter, appeals to a separate audience,
adopts for its own a specific style, records in some peculiarly apt manner the life of this complex age; yet more
and more are the two types transgressing into the fields of
each other.
What could be more appropriate than to create a new
literary form, or revive an old one, which might combine
these two popular techniques of fiction in order to satisfy
the demand for a literary form suitable for the subject
matter of this new age with its changing standards of style
and approach?
have done.

That is exactly what the cluster novelists

Whether they have consciously sat with their

fingers on the pulse of the reading public while they have
adopted this apt form, is difficult to say.

I t is true,

however, that they have created a combination of the two most
popular forms of fiction, and that in itself is a stroke of
sheer genius.
A discussion of the form, the development, and the characteristics of the novel and the short story, the two

20

modern sources of the

cl~ster

novel, should be helpful.

To

compare and contrast the form, style, and features of' these
two types of fiction and then to point out their likenesses
and dissimilarities to the cluster type will aid in a more
complete appreciation and understanding of the cluster,
To trace minutely the origin of the modern novel is a
task scarcely possible in a discussion of this length.

A

glance at the general movements in it s development and a
scrutiny of its present day form, however, will be an aid in
pointing out some of its features which have influenced the
development of the cluster aspect.
Phelps has given a simple definition of t he novel by
saying,

11

If I were forced to make a definition, I should

define a high class novel in five
told. 111

words--~

good stor;z Vlell

To most critics, however, the task of defining this

prose fiction form is not quite so simple,
Whitcomb lists the following as
novelistic structure:

charact~ristics

of the

it is written almost entirely in prose;

it contains from fifty thousand t o f i ve hundred thousand
words; it is usually divided into paragraphs, which are in
turn grouped into one or more hir,her divisions; it has a
distinct separate title ; and it is a significant combination,
in alt e rnation, of drama tic and non-drama tic form.2
Both Stoddard and Nitchie add t h e quality of personal
1

w.

L. Phelps, The

2

s.

1. Whitcomb, The

Adv~ce
Stud~

of the English Novel, 12.
of a Novel, 3.
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life.

Nitchie concludes:

" ••• and one may say that all

novels become novels only when each is the story of some life
stirred by some emotion."l
Many will be familiar with the three divisions which
Edith Wharton makes in her Writing of Fiction series.

She

classifies novels into the three groups of adventure,
manners, and character.2
The simplest of these and the

f~rst

to be developed

were the novels of adventur e or incident.

Novels of this

nature merely relate in chronological order the adventures
which are enjoyed by a central character.

There are, as

have been mentioned before, some faint suggestions of
similarity with the cluster type in these novels of incident
in that the works are made up frequently of more or less
distinct, unrelated episodes unified usually by character.
Richardson, Fielding , Smollett, Sterne--all of those names
famous in the history of the novel development, used to some
degree adaptations of this early novel of adventure.
Scott added more characters and more plots to the
novel.

With the coming of the Victorian Age of serious

thought on the problems of life, the novel of charact er superceded the novel of adventure and incident.

This type was al-

so one of loose construction, but, as the name suggests, the
characters were supreme and the action made secondary.
1
2

Nitchie, The Criticism of Literature, 10.
Edith Wharton, "Constructing a Novel"; Scribners, May
1925, 460.
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Dickens' plots, as has been previously suggested, were
complicated partially because they were published serially.
His character development was an i nnovation , but his reform
propaganda was consistent with the interests of the age.
Through Thackeray the dramatic novel was given its
impetus •

1

The fo1•m confined itself to a narrower scene--

"to one complex of life."

The plot here is a carefully

arranged development with a definite goal .
It was with the app earance of the works of George
Eliot that we h avo the true beginnings of our modern novel
--the psychological novel:
Three significant changes in the novel c o.me with George
Eliot and have been intensifi ed since then: th e na rrow
scene, the elimination of deliberate artifice in the manufacture of plots and the enlargement of the sco~ e and
importance of analysis of motives and feelings.
Henry James, who has exercized a great influence on our contemporary novel, continued the analytic work begun by Eliot.
Hussian and French influences have been important ones
on the novel form.

The chronicle novel, so finely us ed by

the Russians, is a form which has been adopted by the modern
novelists for their own use s .

In this type , a coloss a l pAno -

rama of endless generations may be unfolde d within t h e limitations of the novel.

The plot of the chronicle novel is a

loose "concaten a tion of episodes bound within a rigid external
progres s ion wh ich is t ime as it is reckoned by t h e huma n
1

Edwin Muir , The Structure of the Novel, 41 .

2

Wilson Folle t t, 'J.lhe Mode1·n Novel, 239-240.
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mind."l
With this very sketchy review of the form and development of t h e novel in which only those elements have been
touched which have had some bearing or influence on the
cluster, t he next step is a discussion of t he characteristics peculiar to our contemporary novel.

Again it shall

be the aim to discuss those features which are true of the
cluster novel particularly .
There are several qualities of the contemporary novel
which make t hemselves evident even to casual readers.

Critics

point to those qualities with a v arying amount of emphasis,
but on one they seem to agree.

It is that the grea t a 1m of

present day novelists should be the realistic portrayal of
the univers a l theme of human nature and t he revelation of
some part of the age of mankind .

If the novelist can reveal

"true hwnan n a ture as it h as never been revealed before in a
similar connection, he has done the greatest and t he only
permanent thin6."2
Marble in

~

Study of the Modern Novel, attempting to

summari ze the chief characteristics of the modern novel,
makes the following stat ement:
Since 1900 the novel has reflect ed four vital aspects
of modern life. Sometimes t he reflections hav e been murky
and distorted, more often t hey have been clear , but much
restricted in range , showing only small se gments of life.3
1

Edwin Muir, The Structure of the Novel , 106.

2

Wilson Follett, The Modern Novel, 284.

3

Annie Marble , A Study of the Modern Novel , VIII.

I
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I

Those four aspects mentioned by Marble are the World War

J

with its economic and social unrest, doubt, revolt, frustration, and frankness; the new psychology, the philosophy of
Nietzsche, the social criticism of Ibsen, the complexes of
Freud; the general defiance of all forms of standardization
and sentimentalism; and finally, the demand for novels to
be filmed. 1
Keeping those influences in mind we can indicate several
of the chief style elements of the novel.
bly the chief characteristic.

Realism is proba-

Since 1850 the three great

forces which have developed realism, according to one authority, have been the following:

the literary and artistic

influences of naturalism, impressionism, and symbolism; the
development in the biological sciences and the related
philosophy; and the development in psychology.2
In the foreword to his study, The American Novel Today,
the famous French critic, Regis Michaud, says that realism
has never been so prevalent and so outspoken as it is today.
This movement is a logical one which appears to be prevalent
in all forms of art.
The second great characteristic of the novel is that of
psychological analysis.

Beginning with George Eliot, the

interest in delving into the inner-most recesses of the
"mysteries and intricacies" of the thoughts, emotions, and
1

Marble, A Studl of the Modern Novel, VIII.

2

w.

L. Myers,

~

Later Healism, 22.
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feelings of the characters has been a favorite method with
writers of the modern school.

One critic feels that this

technical dis section has so emphasized the pathology of the
subject "that in many novels we

fe ~_. l

more inclined to spealc

of the patient than of the hero or heroine."l
A third significant quality of the contemporary novel
is the spirit of experimentation.

This att itude, while

often disastrous to conventional literary forms, is one
which is creotive also.

It expresses in our literature the

pessimistic dissatisfaction which is so characteristic of
our

moder~

age.

It accounts for such attempts as are being

made by the clustei' novelists--attempts to discover new
vehicles of expression .
Various students of the novel express this obvious
quality in characteristic manner :
The agnostic tem~er of the time has made fiction fe ar less in experiment •••
Nor is it enough to say that the best contemporary
writers, whether in prose or in verse, are more speculative
at the beginning of the century, more suspicious of liter ary traditions, more eager to try out new forms, more exacting in their standards of success . All that is true enough.3
In the last twenty years a new clas s of writers ha s
invaded American literature. The spirit of the pioneers
never died in America. The young writers wanted to conquer
new fields in an entirely new way ••• More than any other
country since the War , literary America has strugg led to find
a new he Aven and a new e arth. Modern writers are consci1

E. A. Drew, The Modern Novel, 139.

2

Ibid, 34 .

3

John Carruthers , Scheherezade or The Future of the English
Novel, 14.

f
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entioualy and deliberately insurgents.
shoulder to traditions.l

They turn a cold

The tendency toward the episodic or impressionistic plot
becomes a fourth feature of the contemporary novel.

On the

whole, the modern novel seems not to emphasize plot; rather,
it emphasizes character, and the psychological analysis of
that character.

It is noticeable that the novelists and

sho1•t story writers of today stress plot only when such a
procedure will aid in their presentation of life, as so many
of them see it--a series of related impressionistic episodes.
"The modern novel is more and more concentrating upon
brief intervals of life, even as the short story is."2

There

is a noticeable effect of writing by flashes--segments-penetrating, typical glimpses of life.
Nitchie accuses the novel of reflecting formlessness:
The episodic plot~ which has become so familiar within the
last few years, is usually autobiographical or biographical
in nature. It is really nothing new ••. The danger in such
plays or novels, from the artistic point of view, lies in
the possible lack of unity of impression ••. The episodes
are like b eads strung on a thread of narrative ••• There are
many plots of an outwardly episodic character which are given
artistic value by some unifying idea or emo t ion or purpose.
Shaw's Saint Joan is of this kind. So are some of the novels
or series of novels which deal not merely with the life of
one person but with the successive lives of the members of
several genera t ions.3
Such a statement has most direct bearing on the cluster
novel, pointing out as it does the feature of unit y as that
quality which gives artistic value to such works.
l

Regis Michaud, The Amer ican Novel Today, 6 .

2

F. L. Pattee, The New American Literature, 468.

3

Nitchie , The Criticism of Life, 174.
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Probably the popularity and effectiveness of the chronological novel has been in some degree responsible for this
episodic plot.

It also seems reasonable that in their desire

to depict life realistically and impressionistically , these
novelists have adopted a form which makes possible the presentation of a broad cross section of life--life in complex
situations as it really is.
Carruthers points out that such novels give a succession
of vivid and revealing but seemingly disconnected episodes,
rather than "a continuous narrative of interconnected events
or a series of careful and detailed psychological analyses
of mental processes."l
There is a

su~gestion

of similarity between this epi-

sodic novel and a specialized development of psychological
fiction which might be called the "stream of consciousness"
novel .

Following the influence of Proust, Joyce , Hichard-

son, Sinclair, Tolstoy, and more recently, Virginia Woolfe,
n ovelists have abandoned plot and form to concentrate on
the inner life and thought of their characters:
Analysis, analysis, analysis--that has been the wellnigh
unvarying formula. The gain in subtlety and psychological
understanding has been immense, and whatever happens , must be
preserved for the future . 2
This "stream of consciousness" development has led to
subconscious and impressionistic r e cording.
1

2

It has mad e

John Carruth ers, Scheherazade or The Future of the
English Novel, 58 .
Ibid, 66
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possible the portraya l of character and action by setting
down everything that g oes on in the minds of the characters.
The cluster n ovelists have employed this "streo.m of consciousness" effect as they g ive their interpretation of life.

As

wel l as giving an impres s ionistic analysis of a character,
they give an impres s ionistic, episodic panorama of life.
To many critics of our Ameri c an novel, such a scheme as
that which the episodic and "stream of consciousnes s " novels
use, is one which brings formlessnes s , lack of unity, and
narrowness.

Undoubt edly t h ere may be dang er , but in t h e form

which t h e cluster nove lists hav e developed ther e is little
possibility of it.

The cluster novelists have recogni z ed

that life itself has definite form and p a t t ern.

They h ave

realized that in life there a re slender threads running
throughout the complex network of tang led live s binding unrel a. ted strands--int erwe a ving one web with anothe r .

I n ot h et•

words, they h a ve given unity to their f orm.
To Carruthers, the impera tive ne ed of the pr e s ent day
novelists is t o re a liz e the ne ed of organic patt ern i n the ir

Plan, shape, form, org anic pattern, c a ll it what you will -tha t is t h e u l timat e f a ct about life. and not until
novelists appreh end it, not until the ir ap prehension of it
pos s es s es them l ike a mystica l rev el a ti on of t rut h , will
their work at t ain to cla s s ic rank.l
Sure l y , t he cluster nov elists c annot be ac cus ed of forml e s sness n or of narr ownes s .
1

True , the individual short

John Car r ut hers , Scheherezade, or The Futur e of the English
Novel, 73 .
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narratives wh:tch make up the cluster, the short units, are
limited in scope; but the whole swe ep of the cluster novel,
with its definite plan, mo.y be as broa.d as the author's
conception of life.

At that, may any novelist be accused of

narrownes s who realistically and intimately portrays even one
character well?

An answer has come from William Dean Howells,

who says of such a novelist:
••• his breadth is vertical inste ad of lateral, that is all;
and t his depth is more desirable than horizontal expansion
in a civilization like ours, where t he differences are not
of classes, bur of types, and not of types either so much as
of charact ers.
Thus, briefly, in a review of the novel form and its
development, may be seen ntmeraus suggestions of influences
and sources of the cluster type .

To complete the story of

the rise of the clust er , however , it will be necessnry·to
examine in some detail t he form of the short-story, its
development, and its influence on the modern novel.

1·

w.

D. Howells , Criticism and Fiction, 142.
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CHAPTER IV
THE SHOHT STOHY, AN INFLUENCE ON THE CLUSTEH
Gerald Gould gives tl1e following succinct definition of
the short story:

"I define a short story as a novel not long

enough to be called a novel."l

The true significance of that

definition might easily be lost just because of its crowning
glory--its simplicity.

After all, the essential difference

between the nov el and the short story is one of length, and
the limitations set by that length.
A more detailed swrunary of the necessary qualities of
the short story is given in Esenwe }n 1 s Studying the Short
.Story:
11

A short story is a brief, imaginative narrative, unfolding a single predominating incident and a single chief
character; it contains a plot, the details of which are so
compressed, and the whole tre atment so organized, as to produce a single impression. 11 2
Herein lies the chief charact eristic of the short itory
--the singleness of impression or interest.

The short st ory

centralizes one dominant incident, or one single character
in a single situa tion, with unity, simplicity, and brevity.
It restricts itself c arefully, disregarding the attrac tiveness of character development, complexity of plots, or
multiplicity of chara cters.

The more involved situations and

themes are left to the novel .
1

Gerald Gould, The English Novel of Today, 193.

2

J. B. Esenwein, Studying the Short Story, XXVI.
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Fred Lewis Pattee, professor of American Literature at
Pennsylvania State College and famous authority on the short
story, lists the que.J.ities which that literary form should
have.

They are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Shortness
Compression
Unity
Immediateness
Mcmentum
Characterization, but not character development
Verisimilitude
Style
Culmination, or objective
Soull

Writing a division entitled "Telling a Short Story" in
her series, The Writing of Fiction, Edith Wharton also lists
a group of neces s ary characteristics of the short story.
First, she says, the reader should be given a sense of security and probability.

Second, the writer should avoid dis-

tracting and splintering-up the readers' attention.

Third,

although some critics say that a good subject for a short
story should always be capable of being expanded into a
novel, it is not true; every story should have its own dimansions.

Fourth, the effect of compactne ss sought in the

short story is attained mainly by the observance of two
unities--time and one re quiring that any rapidly en ac ted
episode shall b e seen t h rough only one p a ir of eyes.

Last,

the chief differ ence between the two is the fact that situation is the main concern of the short story, while character
1

F. L. Pattee, The Development of the American Short Story,
36 5-366.
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is of the novel.l
The form of the short story is brief enough for one
sitting.

It usually ranges from two thousand to ten

thousand words.

Beach estimates that "the length of the aver-

age magazine story is from thirty-five hundred to six
thousand words."2
The field of the short story is life itself, but in a
limited way.

It may deal with atmosphere, but as Beach

suggests, with the emphasis depending upon its importance to
the story.

It may deal with character, but it must be

limited to one character chiefly, and to the depiction of
that one character in one incident.

It may emphasize plot

but a single plot--one crucial situation.

Because of its

limitations of space it can record only a singleness of
effect.
Although a perspicacious student would go far b a ck into
the past to find the beginnings of the short story, it will
be satisfactory for this discussion to take just a hasty
glance at the development of the American short story to
which the cluster tendency owes much.
"The short story has be en the one literary form that
America has evolved and presented to the world; it has taken
a place in America at least where it threatens all other
1

2

Edith Wharton, "Telling a Short Story", The Writing of
Fiction; Scribners, April, 1925 , . 344-348.
Stewart Beach , Short Storz Technique, 34.
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literary forms." 1

To Irving and Poe do we owe our gratitude

for the original impetus given the modern American short
story.

Following these came a group of writers, Hawthorne,

Harte, Stevenson,

o. Henry, each adding some new quality to

the new form, but none wandering very far from the beaten
paths of the accepted forms.
Then with the advent of the new, swiftly-changing
twentieth century which was forecast in the nineties, gay
or naughty as one may prefer to look upon them, one's interest becomes keen, for here may be seen the beginnings of our
contemporary short story.

More or less indirect causes of

this quickened, revolutionary age were the ones which have
been mentioned both as the causes and results of everything
from sin to progress--the inventions of the automobile,
cinema, wireless, airplane, the expansion of the uses of
electricity, the rise of a new journalism, the dominance of
the more reactionary West which Pattee suggests was demonstrated at the World's Fair in Chicago, and the independence
of a nation which suddenly finds itself a wealthy influential
figure in world affairs.
Pattee, Hamilton, and Brander Matthews all point to
1890 and 1900 as the years in which the new influences
actually began to make themselves felt in the realm of the
short story.
1

Hamilton expresses it:

"But the critical

F. L. Pattee, The Development of the American Short Story,
375.
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consciousness of the short story as a species of fiction
distinct in purpose and in method from the novel dates only
from the ninete enth century."l
About 1890 a new group of writers began to appear to
replace the older one s who had won literary fame following
the Civil War.

"such names as Davis, Garland, Crane, Tar-

kington, Dreiser, Glascow,· Huneker, London, Perry, Wharton,
and Bacheller became known."2
Brander

Matthew~

1t was who, according to Pattee again,

this time in his Development of the American Short Story
published in 1923, was the first to recognize the value and
permanence of the new short story and to realize the ne ed
of an analysis of its characteristic qualities.

He formu-

lated the following rules as he attempted to distinguish it
from the novel:
1. It must have originality

2 •. It must have unity--a single charact er , a single
event, a single emotion, a s ingl e situation.
3. It needs compression
4. It requires brilliance of style
5 . It must have action.
6. Its form must be logical, adequate, harmonious.
7. It must have substance; the subject must be the
important part.
8 . It should have fantasy, if possible.3

With these new writers and with these new requirements
came the movement towa rd realism.

This new and inevitabl e

1

Clayton Hamilton, Materials and Methods of Fiction, 170.

2

F. L. Pattee,

3

F. L. Patte e , The Development of the American Short Story,
294.

~

New American Literature, 9-10.
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feature made slow progress at first,"but it eventually came
as a peace pact after t h e long feud between sentimentalism
and satire."l

" ••. the realist is the legitimate child o:r

the satirist and the sentiment alist."2
As early as 1887, William Dean Howells was amazed at
the increase in short stories.

Howells ru1d Pattee both

agreed that this rapid flood came as a result of the popularity of the magazine and the periodic a l.

By 1910, the

short story became a subject for study in American universities.

Alexander Jessup in his AmeriC t3,n Short Stories lists

nearly two hundred volumes of collected short stories
published from 1890 to 1900.
Following the opening of the new c entury came 0. Henry
who added to the short story "tricks a nd quirks, and unexpe cted explosions."

He develope d what Gould rather inele-

gantly ca ll s "the sting in the tail," or the surpr ise ending.3

The re followed a new d evelopment wh i ch Gr ant Overton

calls the "int egrated short s tory" which g ives a direct
sugges tion of our clust er type.

Th i s form uses one central

charact er, or a gr oup of character s , scattered t h rough a
series of unre l at ed short storie s .

Patte e mentions the

"Sherlock Holme s " stories , Country of the Point ed F'ir, by
Miss Jewett, Old Che ster Tales by Deland , the Get-Rich-Quick
1
2

3

Wilson Follett, The Modern Nove l, 1 57.
Ibid, 159 .
Gerald Gould, The Engl ish Novel of Today, 193 .
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Wallingford stories by Chester, and the detective stories of
M. D. Pos t •

l

Through the impetus of better prices for stories, increase in magazine circulation, and prize contests, ·the short
story continued to become more and more popular and t he field
to become broader.

Similar to the .movement of reaction to

standardized form in the novel, came an impetus to the short
story.

The war brought its frankness, disillusionment, and

pessimism.

"And when the World War ended, prose wa s the only

medium of disillusioned world, and the great day of the
short story had dawned. 11 2
The names of Mary Roberts Rinehart, Irvin

s.

Cobb,

Montague Glass, Elsie Singmaster, Edna Ferber, Gouveneur
Morris, Dorothy Canfield, Fanny Hurst, Wilbur Steele, Theodore
Dreiser, Joseph Hergesheimer, Sherwood Andel's on, Octavus Roy
Cohen, and Edith Wharton c ame to be the ones which dominated
the short story realm.

Those names are known to us today a s

leaders in novel as well as short story writing.

Most of our

present day writers have served an apprenticeship at writing
these shortei· stories, or writing them alternately with
novels.
Thus we see briefly t he rise of the modern short story,
a new literary form which has not only threatened the dominan ce of the novel in this age of prose fiction, but which
1

F. L. Pattee, The New American Literature, 320 . Our
magazines of t"''Uayare replete with simllar examples.

2

Frances Newman, The American Short Story, 189.
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has influenced nove l wr iting to such a degree that Follett is
moved to remar k :
The new novel is a subli:nated shoi•t story. It avails
itself of the novel's fulne s s of treatment; it may run to any
length--; but its theme is single, and it aims at rigid unity
of effect --the unity whi c h comes of direction inexorably
fol l ow ed and t h e yse of all the ma teri a l to illustrate a
sing le principle .
We read such illuminating expressions as these in modern
discus s ions of the nove l and the short story:

"More and more

the novel, in every area of it, has felt the pressure of the
short story technique. " 2

"More and more in recent ye.ars, the
novel has tended to shorten to the novelette-. " 3 "The short story
has told the modern author the value of compression .4"
Fol l ett predicts the form of t h e novel of today, and
tomorrow , when h e says that largely through French and
Russ i an influences and those of the short story t here has resulted a new f orm in fiction, the form of the future novel.
"It is a form wh ich h a s evolved , not from the novel alone,
but from the n ov e l and t he short story •.. both as s imilat ed in
.
5
a certain way unde r the medi a tion of some modern ideas ••• "
So her e, in a revi ew of th e form a nd the development of
the American short story ru1d in the se suggestions of the
influence of th e short st ory upon the nov e l of today and
tomor r ow, do we f i nd our most logical explanat ion of the d e 1

Wilson Follett, The Modern Nov e l, 254.

2

F. L . Pa ttee , The New Americ an Lit er a ture, 467 .

3

Clayton Hamilton, Mat e rials and Methods of Fiction , 169.

4

F . L . Patte e , The New American Litera ture,

5

Wilson Folle t t , The Modern Nove l, 2b3 .
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velopment of that which is new in the cluster form .
The cluster novelists h ave caught t h e tempo of the times.
They have felt and seen the increasing ipfluence and potentia:lit1es of the short story, and at the sa:ne time t hey have
appreciated the permanent values of the novel form.

They

have been able to adopt the vivid sine leness and presehtnes s
of the short story, and t hey have also used the novel f'orm
which allows a broader f:l.cld, a fuller trea trnent, and a more
life-like panorama.
In attempting a summary of the first pa1't of this
discussion, it might be s a id that t he cluster novel finds its
origin in two sources, one ancient and the othe r as new as
contemporary fiction.

Adopting the use of the frame story

used in ancient literature by the writer or writers of The
Arabian Nights , by Boccaccio, Gower, Chauc er, and Spens er,
the cluster nov e lists con ceived the i d e a of h anging entirely
separate and distinct short stories on a central fr ame .
From Malory a nd his precursors they learned t o g ive
unity to the se p arate s h or t narra tiv es through a re pe tition
of charact er s and setting .

Significan t influenc es t o b e f ound

in t h e dev elopment of the novel were those of the novel of
incident wi th its "bamboo pole " struc ture, th e nove l of Mar i a
Edgewo r t n with its definite cluster tendencies, t h e works of
Dick ens with t h eir e labor ate plots r esulting partially from
s e rial publication, the ps ycholog ic a l novel wit}l its analysis,
and t h e chronicle novel wi t h its emphasis on gene r a tion subj ec t
matter and epis odic me t h od .
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In contrast to these e arlier sources, are those which
are to be found in contemporary fictional evolutions.

The

spectacula r rise in popularity of t h e short story until it
has begun to threaten even the noveJ., makes it reasonable to
expect that a form .such as the cluster novel might combine
parts of the two.
Contemporary fiction is marked b y the charact eristics
of re alism, psychological a nalysis,
episodic development.

exp erimentatio~

and

All of these elements are character-

istic of the cluster and have influenced the final form.
The novel of today emphasi ze s psychological character
development with more or les s simple plot structure.

The

chronicle novel has given an impetus to the episodic novel
in America.l

The psychological analytic al nov e l has taken

form also, in what is kn own as t h e "sti'eHm of consciousnes s "
novel.
Both the novel and the short story ar e marked with an
overpowering degree of r ealism.

Thi s r ea listic a s pe ct,

ab e tted by t h e influence of the World Wa r and p ost-war conditions, has br ought the inevitabl e a c companying qu a liti e s
of frankness, emphasis on sex, pessimism, hope l es s cynicism,
objectivity, and reapprais ement.
A spirit of expe riment a tion seems r ife .

In nn at t em_t: t

to find a n ew f orm suit a bl e for the r e cor d infi Jf our complex
post-war civilization, or to a dopt an old form to fit the
1

The episodi c manne r used in ada pting motion pictures and
the influence of seri al public uti on in magaz i nes also
migh t have h ad some i n f luence.
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need, our American novelists have worked with impunity, if
not always with permanency .

The cluster novel is one of the

few new forms which seems peculiarly fitting and permanent.
Healizing, of course, t !1e danger of attempting to pre\

diet any qualities of the novel of the future, as well as
the impossibility of permanently and correctly appraising
the contemporary prose fi ction, it seems safe to say that
certain effects are destined to b e significant in t he future
novel .

With the effectivene ss and popularity of the short

story and of the novel forms today, one is sure to influence
the other.
the two.

The cluster novel seems to be a clever unity of
Adopting the presentness and singleness of effect

from the short story, and the broad scope of the novel, it
combines into a most effective whole.
With the admirab ly broad scope· of the chronicle novel
seemingly so adaptable to the recording of th e subject
matter of contemporary writers , it mny not be surprising for
that form to gain in effectiveness and usabilit y .

Muir feels

that the chronicle novel is the ruling convention of the
novel today:

"the mos t consistently practiced, t he most

highly thought of!'l
Carruthers, in discussing the future novel, emphasizes
the need for pattern:
Whichever way we turn, to this we come back in the
1

Edwin Muir, The Structure of the Novel, 115.
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the imperative need for organic pattern. The lack of it in
our post-war culture, and accordingly in our post-war fiction,
makes all our technical skill in matters of detail a mere
whistling of jigs to a milestone . It will be manifest in
the English and American fiction of tomorrow. We can be
certain of that. And we can be reasonably certain too, of
the kind of agents it will need, and find--reincarnations of
Scheherezade, the Teller of Stories.l
As a mere suggestion, one to keep in mind during the
second part of this discussion, why not t he cluster novel,
then, as the novel of tomorrow?

It may claim relationship

to these three great prophecies of the future form--th e
combination of the short story and novel form, the chronicle
novel, and the novel of definite pattern.

Who can now say

for sure what form the future novel will take?

Only certain

tendencies may be pointed out as possibilities.

What can be

done is to make a study of the cluster novel, discuss its
use, its characteristics, its strengths and weaknesses .
Then, possibly, may its possibil iti es for the future be
suggested.

1

John Carruthers, Scheherezade, or The Future of the English
Novel, 81.
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CHJ\PT ER V
CiffiONOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT OF CON'rEMPORARY CLUSTEHS

Although with a hasty glance at the field of modern
clusters it might seem as if this study should begin with
Thornton Wilder, a more careful scrutiny of the situation re· veals that the beginning must be with Joseph Hergesheimer
and his novel The Three Black Pennys, a work divided into
three distinct novelettes or long short stories,

This work,

published in 1917, came during the lf!orld War period when
fiction was definitely undergoing its metamorphosis to its
present form.

In this work, three generations of "black

sheep" of the Penny family inherit a rebellious streak of
character, an inheritance borne every few generat ion s by
some member of the "iron" Pennys of Pennsylvania.
In 1926 Thornton Wilder, intellectually artis t ic Ameri can author , published The Cabala.

Although this strange

novel does not possess the clearly definite cluster tendencles of h:ts Bridge of San Luis Hey, there are obv:lous suggestions of distinct units within his plot.

The Cabala is

a group of eccentric inte ll ectuals in Home who are mysterlously brought together by the common belief that they are
living representatives of the gods of antiquity.
has five books, each

de~ling

members of the Cabala.

The novel

especially with one of the

The same characters appear in each

of the separate narratives, which are all told by the same
narrator.
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Surprisingly enough it was t he popular William J. Locke
who early hit ripon the cluster idea as an excellent frame
for a series of short stories written about t he people in
the little French village of Creille, n ear Nice.

The short

stories unifi ed into t he coJ lection c alled The Town of
Tonili arel may b e read us entirely separat e works, but are
linked, rather mechanically, through setting and a repetition
of characters.

His work wa s copyrighted first in 1926 .

Fr om

t he book flap which clothed the l ater editions we re a d:
In the pres ent day popular f ashion of telling a story by
the development of a group of episodes , each of which reflects
on a centra l theme or char acter , Lock e sk ilfully reve als the
life and philosophy of t he gre:.J. t 1I' Ombarel .
Nineteen hundred and twenty-sev en saw the publication of
Glenway Wescott's Harper prize nove l,

The Grandmothers .

In

this novel Alwyn Tower, f ee ling a strange unity with his
pioneering ancestors , resolv es to di s close the family history .
He does so, grandmother by grandmo ther , uncle by uncle.
A reviewer in The Nation sugges ted that only out of
courte s y to the r ule s of the Harper Prize Contest could
Wescott 's book be termed u novel .

He als o reco gnized the un-

usua lne s s of t he s t r uc ture :
Here we hav e t he s eemingly irre concilable stories of a d oz en
individuals whose care ers ex tend from about 1830 to th e pres en t .
Loosely connec t ed by the f act that the protagonists ar e
related by blood or marria8e , the se stories are superficially
unifi e d in that they are s een thr ough the eye s of young 1 Alwyn
Tower, to whom t he stori e s are told by his gr andmother.
1

c.

P. Fa diman , "The Grandmothers"; 11 he Nation, October 12,
1927 , 396.
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One of the f:tnest clust er novels is the well known
Bridge of San Luis Hey by Thornton Wilder, published in 1928.
Wilder's artistic work, restrained and classic in its conception, detached and sparing in its expression, recounts
the effort of Brother Juniper to discover the secret of the
pattern of life which would demand that five particular lives
be lost in the tragic breaking of the bridge at San Luis Hey
in 17:1,4.
Where Wescott's 'rhe Grandmothers is complex in structure,
The Bridge, as it is popula rly referred to, is simple; where
the one is encumbered with detail, the other is almost
barren in its

econon~

As in The Cabala,

and singleness of effect.
t~~

five parts of the nov e l reveal

the situations of the leading charact ers .
Like The Cabala, this novel contains a small group of characters related tenuously but satisfactorily into a singl e plot.
The connection in the first book was the bridge of a s ingl e
person a lityi the fictitious narrator ' s . In this nov e l it is
an actual bridge woven of osiers some centuries ago in Peru.l
~he

Strange Cas e of Miss Annie Spragg publi shed by the

young American novelist, Louis Bromfield, in 1928 is an admirable adap t:ton of the clu st er idea.

Here, in fourteen

divisions, the my sterious, almost supe rnatural secret of the
str ange Ann:te Spragg is traced through the effect which her
death h as h ad on severa l cha r a cters.
pressed i t :
1

As one writer h as ex-

"The central theme (Annie Spragg )

Mr. Bromfield

Ernest Boyd , "The B ri d~e of San Lui s Rey"; The Independent,
December 17, 1927, 608.
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garnishes, in a

rat~er

gayly irresponsible way, with half a

dozen little subsidiar y narratives." 1
The following year witnes3ed an increasing numbe r of
excellent

cl1~ster

readine; public.

novels being introduced to the fiction
Nineteen hundr ed and twenty-nine saw

t~e

publication of Lorna Rea 's The Six Mrs. Greenes, one of the
most deli ghtful and most carefully written of all the novels
in this group .

We are given a g limpse at the six women who

are all related through marriage into the Greene family, as
they receive invitations to a f amily dinner to be given by
dominating and managing Mrs. Rodney Greene.
Each chapter in the story is a character sketch of one
of the six Mrs. Greenes, telling how she cn.me into the family,
what her position in F 1e group is, and showing her reaction
to the dinner pG.rty invitation.

Garietta Busey , i n a most

admirably written review of the novel, concludes it with this
statement:
'rhe studies are like portraits covered with glas~> and hung in
such a way that they reflect glimpses of each other. There
is svmmetry in the arrangement, thel'e are relRtlons of
bala~ce and contrast between the portraits , ~1t the individuality of none is sacrificed 'for the sa~{e of t h e pattern.2
Very much like Wescott's novel was Sergeant ' s Short As
Any Drea.Jl1. appearing in this same ye ar.

In th is nove l, Hope

tells the story , in sepa rate episodes, of four generations of
1

Allan Nevine, " 'l'he Strange Case of Miss Annie Spragg"; 'l'he
Saturday Heview of Literature, September 22, 1928, 143.

2

Garietta Busey, "The Six Mrs. Greenes"; New York Herald
Tribune " Books ", May 19, 1927, 7.
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a New England family.

The appearance of this very deli ght-

ful novel led a reviewer in the Saturday Review of Literature
to question its classification.

"One hardly knows how to

classify it--novel, epic, biography, cluster of episodes
strung on a thread of family history--? 11 1

This reviewer also

continues to say that the value of the work depends not on
its subject matter, but on t he originality with which the
material has been presented.
Nineteen hundred and twenty-nine also was the date of
the publication of Evelyn Scott's momentous creation,

~

Wave, a most ambitious work of more than six hundred pages
in which some hundred small incidents , entirely separate,
are told in an attempt to present a picture of the Civil War
days.
Various critics questioned the correctness of calling
this work a novel, and perhaps justly so.

One's impression

after doggedly and determinedly reading the endless successiqn
of plotless short stories is that even with its gradually
disclosed ti ta.nic unity of the War, there is some .essential
quality of the novel l a cking.

It is the cluster form

carried to its most extreme boundary.
Whipple has called it a " g igantic psychological panora.ma," with " the succession a moving picture of unrelated
scenes ." 2
. 1

2

F. L. Robbins has this to say of its clas s ification:

Margaret P. Montague , "Short As Any Dream" ; Saturday
Review of Literature, December 28, 1929, 601.
Leon Whipple, "The Wave", Survex., September 1, 1 929 , 575 .
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The publishers announce The Wave as a novel. Vie understand that the author, hersel~describes it as a collection
of narratives of the Civil War. It consists in a series of
isolated incidents, individual dramas played on one vast
stage, bound together only by the fact that the actors are
all born upon the same emotional wave.l
Fiswoode Tarleton in 1929 published Bloody Ground, a
cycle of the southern hills.

Its semblance of unity lies in

the fact that the locale is almost always the same, and that
many of the characters appear in sev eral of the stories.
In 1929 appeared a book of short stories unified . by the
sing le theme of women in need.
Women.

It was Nora Hoult 1 s Poor

It called forth this summarizing statement from a

reviewer in the New York Herald Tribune:
A literary discovery of some moment has been made in
the last year and a half. It began with the success of
Thornton Wilder's Bridge of San Luis Rey; it was confirmed
by the success of Glenway!Wescot~The Grandmothers, and
is now being further tested by Lorna-rrea with The Six Mrs.
Greenes and Norah Hoult with Poor Women. Volumes or-short
stories will sell if the buyer-tllinks they are some thing
else. They will even go on selling after he has read them
and told his friends about them. To be sure, all four of
these c~llectlons were carefully strung together on one
string.
The following year, 1930, was a notable one for the
cluster novel.

The nrunber of novels with cluster tendencies

increased three fold at least.

Vari ations on the t heme were

introduced, and a most vari ed group of authors adopted t he
new form.
1

F. L. Robbins, "The Wave", Outlook and Indenendent,
July 10, 1929, 430.

2

Alice Beal Parsons, " Poor Women", New York Herald Tribune
"Books," June 2, 1929, 2 .
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New Tavern Tales by Abrahams is reminiscent, p erhaps
too much so, of Chaucer Is Cant erbury rrale s.

A group of widely

assorted people me et by chance and tell stories.
Two signific ant novels, similar in many ways, appeared
from across the Atlantic.

They were Vicki Baum's Grand Hotel

and Arnold Bennett's Imperial Palace.
deal to accept them as cluster nov e ln.

It may be asking a great
Although they are

essentially "clusterish" i n subject matter, their actual creation is more nearly that of the conv entional nove l form.
Louis Bromfield returne d to the cluster novel form in
Twenty-four Hour s, an exceedingly popular best seller, made
into an equally popular talking picture, which traces the
dinner guests of old Hector Champion through the twenty-four
hours following his dinner.

One of the most inter e sting of

all comments made on cluster nov e ls is found in connection
with this work of Bromfield.

Rose Fe ld wrote:

His manner of taking up each charac t er separ ate ly and
giving you the core and the impulse of t ha t pernon's life,
shows not only brilliant conc e ption but masterly control of
desi gn a nd ex ecution. A little it make s one think of Asiatic
paintings where t he artist gives a series of little pictures,
each complet e in itself, wh ich serve3 to build up the s equenc e
and integrity of the whole.l
Ashton's Dr. Sere c old, wh:t ch also covers t went y -four
hours, traces the work of a country doctor and t he live s he
touches.

The

For~-second

Parallel by Dos Passos, a highly

experimental novel, is made up of fiv e ma in divisions.
1

Rose Feld, "Twenty-four Hours", New York Times Book
Review; September 14, 1930, 7.

In
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these ho deals kaleidoscopically with the lives and fortunes
of Mac, Janey, Eleanor, Ward, and Charlie.

The five main

threads, d e alt wi th succes s ively , are interwoven in their
s e parate flash-like installments with the nineteen "newsre els," or snat ches of headlines, popular songs, and expressions of t he day; with the twent y -seven "camera eye"
sections, consisting of cross section character sketches;
and nine biographic a l studies of American leaders such as
Debs, Burbank, Edison, and Carnegi e .

The form sounds

complicat ed but it is handled ca pably and is an excellent
illustration of the va l ue of the cluster form as a medium
for the picturing of cross sections of civilization and a
few of the entangled lives making up that civilization.
The Car of Croesus by Poole, although an exce edingly light
work, has an original plot.

A Russian prince and a young

American girl rent an expensive automobile, fit themselves out
as chauffeur and maid, then hire thei r entourage out a t one
hundred dollars an hour.

The render l istens in on several

stories about the var:tous cha ract ers v1h o rent the car.

This

novel, a definite cluster adaptation, is as someone has
suggested, a book which is all very we ll if you're not
reading.
Feuchtwanger' s povterful novel, Success, is n o t a clearly
defined clust er but its linking up of numerous characters
through their relationship with Martin Kreuger, his unfair
trial and punishment, and his death, carries a close sug-
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gestion of the cluster theme.
Also in 1930 appeared The Tides of Malvern by Francis
Griswold, a first novel of definite promise.

It is a

portrayal, as are so many novels of this type, of succes sive generations of a family. It tells the story of a
Southern famil y from its

coloni ~l

beginning around 1700,

when James Sheldon settled in Carolina, to the present year,
a decade after Hugh Sheldon, the

great-great-~reat--grP.at

.grandson of James, and the l a st male in the family, dies in
the Great War.
It was Manuel Komroff in his colossal novel, Coronet,
who realized the possibilities of the cluster type as a
vehicle for an impressionistic, panoramic picture of the
amazing and unsuspecting threads which run through lives of
wide-spread generations binding them together.
His is an epic romance extending from 1600 to 1919,
the theme of which is the decay of aristocracy, of all
kinds, which is symbolized by a jewelled coronet and a
silver whip.

The two articles pass frnm generation to

generation, linking in a seri e s of episodes, narratives of
various families and groups of people.
Martha Ostenso's Wa.bers Under the Earth als o appeared
in this busy year of 1930.

It is another work which may

claim only a bare cluster suggestion.

In eight divisions,

the stories of the children of the Welland family are told
separately and yet in such a closely unified manner that it
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assumes the smooth flowing wholeness of the conventional
novel form.
The Great Oru{s by Ben runes Williams is one of his best
works.

An island near Florida where grow great oak s serves

as the locale and the motivating force of this novel.

In

six sections, stories are told of the lives of various
characters who have come in contact with the islRnd.
Thus on each newcomer the island had laid its spell; t h eir
figures returned across my memory. The old Missioner, young
Dick Green, de Behn, and Thomas Kirk, and Hal'rol now. Each
had dreamed his dream and builded toward that dream. Young
men found dreams here, and old men found gentlenlss and
peace. While the great oaks looked benignly on.
Overlooking th~ incompleteri ess of the last sentence, in it
may be found the secret of unity within the novel.
As a final contribution to the cluster novels of 1930
may be added the title of Claudia by Arnold Zwe i g .

The

novel is more simi lar to the works of Wilder in its restraint, economy, and artistic conception.

11

It proceeds by

episodes, each of which has the form and effectiveness of a
short story.

Some of thes e are told in the first p erson,

some in the third, through the medium of various mi nds; ••• " 2
The final chapter makes it like a no v el, for in it one may
se e th a t Claudi a 's character h a s changed and developed.
In this work three men crash t hroue h the protective
wall which Claudia Eggeling h a s built to ward off responsi1

Ben Ames Williams, Th e Great Oalcs, 349.

2

Louis K ronenber~er, "Claudia", the New York Herald
Tribune "Bo oks , Octob er 19, 1930,----:). - -

-- - ·- -'

--

- ..

·-·· ..
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bilitles and problems of life .

The story proceeds by epi -

sodes, a sure evidence of cluster ten dencies .
Entering into the final y ear of the cluster novel
development to be included i n this discussion , continued
use of that form is discernible .

Ni net een hundred and t h irty-

one witnessed the publ ic ation of Marden Fee by Gerald Bullett ,
Paradise City by Channon, Night in .!! Hotel by CrawshayWilliams, Poor Caroline by Winifred Holtby , Tunnel Hill by
Harlan Hatcher , Lime stone Tree by Joseph 7Ior·gceheimer , The
Orchid by Robert Nathan, and New England Holiday by Charles
Allen Smart .
Hergesheimer 1 s return to the cluster form speaks well
for his faith in its effectiveness.

In his Limestone

~'

written in t en sections , he traces the succes s ive generations
of a Kentucky f amily.

The book cover explains:

The Limestone Tree is a story of Gabriel Sash with his
family and d e scendants through more than one hundr ed ye ars in
Kentucky. It is the scene of the accumulation of a wholly
American tradition of responsibili ty and courage and honor .
The pattern of successive lives and de a ths i s br i ll iant wit h
. pas s ion and murder , war more peaceful , often , than the private
bitterne ss of apparent peace .
Channen ' s Paradise City develops independently the liv e s
of five residents of a little Wisconsin town.
Hatcher ' s Tunnel Hill is more in t he nature of a series
of realistic sketches Ulan it is a novel. But the episodes
are al l relat ed to each other . All take place i n the same
Kentucky village, the same charncters continually r eappear
in them; and t he re is a central fi gure, the boy and young
working man, Karl Kahne, to lend a semblance of unity to the
story as a whole . l
1

"Tunnel Hill ", the New York Times Book Review, April
26 , 1930, 6 .
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Emphasizing the essential savagery in man's make up,
Bullett in Marden Fee narrates in three separate incidents
or episodes the engulfing of three men in primitive passion
on practically the same spot, Marden Fee.
Night in the Hotel by Crawshay Williams is one of the
few clusters with a disagree able emphasis on sex.

Th~ough

his novel we are allowed glimpses into t h e privacy of
several liv e s of guests of the Hotel des Anges at d'Albion
on the Hiviera aft er they have retired for the night.

He

insists upon a nocturnal visit because "night sets man's
real, his deeper, his s a vage self fr e e ••. at ni ght mankind
is more expansive , and therefore more interesting."
Winifred Holtby's Poor Caroline is one of t h e few dull
clusters.

The book cover may be dep ended on for at least a

hint as to the subject matter:
This book deals with Caroline's a ctivities a s Lady
Secretary of the Christian Cinema Company of London, organized
to purify and elevate the screen, and wi th the interplay of
her life with t h e lives of the six directors of t he company.
Each chapter or section closes with t l:.e words "Poor Caroline."
Robert Nathan's The Orchid lacks t he distinct divisions
which characterize the true clust e r, but t h e interplay of
otherwise unrela ted liv es in t he madness wh ich comes with
spring in New York gives it definite clust er te ndencies.
is d e lightfully though lightly writt en.

It

Professor Pembauer

finds himself being res p onsible as an antidote for his
friends against the recklessness which accompanies spr ing.
Charles Allen Smart in New England Holidaz combines the
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cluster idea with other experimental methods.

In fourteen

sections, different members of Quin Morgan's house-party recount, in the fi r st person, their version of the week-end.
Throughout the novel we are given a complete picture of what
occurred during the party.
Undoubtedly there have been other novels written in the
last few years with cluster characteris tics; it would be
practically impossible to find th em al l when they are not
consistently classified nor c a talogued as such.

Enough have

be en liste d in t h is brief chronological resum~, however, to
indicate t he steady increase in popularity as denot ed in t h e
increase in use, and to illustra te some of the vari a ti ons
in adaptations.

Before considering some of t he chief quali-

tie s and char acterist ic s of this cluster form it would be
well to notice t he gr eat v ariet y of methods of its us e .
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CHAPTER VI
VAlUATIONS IN THE CLUS'rEH THEME ADAPTATIONS
Although e ssentiaB.y the clust er idea suggests the
particular method of combining short narratives into connected
wholes, quite a wide range of possibilities in form and
method have sugge sted themselves.

Hanging from what might

be termed the "perfect" cluster, with its natural suggestion
of unity, its interrelations of the short narratives, its
evenness and definiteness of pattern, to the far removed
mechanical suggestion of unity among collected groups of
non-fiction essays or sketches, several classific a tions or
divisions may be made.
It seems that the purest form of cluster adaptation is
to be found in such novels as Lorna Rea's The Six Mrs. Greene s
and in Thornton Wilder's The

Bri~

of San Luis

~·

There

are in these novels distinct divisions, each complete and
readable in itself, each related and linked with one anothe r
through the interweaving of the same characters, setting,
and incidents, each novel unified artistically through its
own particular unifying feature.
Other novels approaching these two in evenness and unity
would include Hergesheimer's two clusters, Wescott's The
Grandmothers, William's Gre at Oaks, Griswold's Tides of
Malvern, and Tarleton's Bloody Ground.

The first two

mentioned, howev er , are slightly purer in form, and a discus-
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sion of theil, subject matter will demonstrate apt illustrations of t he "perfect cluster".
In Lorna Hen's novel a complete division is given, in
turn, to each of

t~e

various Mrs . Greenes--lovely, tired old

Lavinia Greene; brave, stoic Sarah Gre ene who knows she is
going to die; the unpleasantly dominating and managing Mrs.
Rodney Greene who is planning a dinner at which to gather t he
six Mrs. Greenes; tiresome, complain:J.ng Mrs. Edwin Greene;
intelligent, artistic, young Mrs. Geoffrey Greene; fr agile,
frank young Jessica Greene on her wedding day.

The unifying

motives for Lorna Hea 1 s exquisitely written nove l are t he
d i nner party which Mrs. Rodney Greene plans , and th e family
relationships whlch naturally link the characters.
In Wilder's work, The Bridge of Sa.n
divisions present in turn

t~e

Luis~'

t he five

pitiful story of t he Marquesade

d e Montemayor and her unappreciat ed devotion to her d aught er ;
the shy little repressed convent child, Pepita, who craves
some of the lov e lavished by her

mistr~ss,

the !Vl ar quesade,

upon her haughty daughter; Esteban and Manuel, twin brothers
who are separ a ted first by their love for the Perichole and
then by the death of Manuel; Uncle Pio, clever rogue, adventurer, and teache r of the Perichole, a dramatic actress
whose little son fell with Uncle Pio and the bridge.
These five characters have their distinct stories which
are developed ent irely separately and in turn, yet they are
al l unsuspectingly connected t~rough the Directress of t h e
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Convent who places Pepita with the Marque sade and who supervis es the raising of t h e orphaned twins, Manue l and Esteban;
through the Perlchole who makes fun of the old Marquesade in
the theH.ter, is taught by Uncle Pio, and with whom the twins
become enamored; then once more through Madre Maria who g ives
the Perichole work to do for the sick to aid her in for ge tting the loss of her son and Uncle Pio .

The great objective

unifylng force in the lives of the five victims of the bridge
was, of course, their fall with the structure.

Then there

wa s a subtle suggestion of what might be called a spiritual
or a mystical union, for five people who had new and brighter
vistas of life opening up before them were chosen to fall with
the bridge.
The clenr cut form and structure of these novels is so
definite that it a lmost seems as if a picture might be drawn
of their plots.

Perhaps a pictorial representation of the

plot of Lorna He a. 's novel, 'I'he Six

l'ilr~ .

GEeenes , might appenr

something like this:
I
/??r.s.
L-OJPinia
ar~ene

II.

III

JY
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The es oentia l unity and wholenes:J of the cluster type is clearly noticeable h ere .

The unifying f eature or the central

motivating force centers the plot and g ives or i gin as well
as unification to the episodes.

Not only are the episodes

unified through their common origi n, but t hey are linked
with each other as well.
Another distinct vari a tion of t he clust er novel is t hat
type in which the va rious episodes or short narratives are
less clearly defined since t hey ar e not fully and completely
told in s i ngle chapt ers or divisions.

In the pure cluster

type each of the leading cha ract ers is

d~v e loped

fully in one

of the divisions, then dropped in the followin g episodes
except for indirect and c a sua l references.

In such clusters

as Louis Bromfiel d's Annie Spragg and Twenty-four Hours,
Holtby 's Poor Caroline, Nat h an's The Orchid, and Dos Passes'
Forty-$econd Par allel , whi ch belong to t h is s e cond classific a tion, the character s appear with varying degrees of emphasis,
throughout the ·novel.

The v arious plots, episodic still, are

dev el oped in turn.
A modern critic des crib ed the method well in reviewing
Br omfield's Tw en t y-four Hours:
llis method he re is a l ittl e like that of an extremely
int e lligent dog he rding a flock of sheep. He rush e s, now at
this one, now that, giving each a nip forward at just the
ri ght moment, massing th e group and driving it, at l a st,
compac tly t ogether throuc;h t he gate .l
1

Florence Haxt on Britten, "Twenty-four Hours", the New York
Herald Tribune " Books" , 3eptemb e r 14, 1930 , 5 .
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Bromfield ' s
of this type .

Twen~-four

Hours may be analyzed as typical

In chapt er one, the characters ar e presented as

they gather at t he dinner party given by old Hector Champion.
In chapter two the tale of Jim Towner and his infatuation with
his mistres s , Rosie, is begun .

Next, we watch Savinia , a life-

long friend of old Hector, as she r e turns to her home and is
disturbed in t he middl e of t h e night by a scream.

Then , a.

glimpse of Phili p , Hector ' s nephew , and his lady love, J anie,
a second-ra te actress who never ce a ses acting.
In chapte rs five and six we follow the growing affair
betwe en Huby Wintringham and Melbourne, who is trying to
terminate an affair with Jim Towner's wife, Fanny.

With the

next division, t he story turns again to Jim Towner and Hosie,
then to Jani e as she fa s c i na tes Philip i nt o a propos a l , a gain
b a clc to Ruby and Melbourne , then to Hos ie as s he is strangled
by h e r husb and, Si cily Tony .
Chap t er eleven give s a picture of poor old de a th-fearing
Hector , while chapter twelv e shows us Hosie ' s brothe r way laid on h is way h ome to take par t in a poker game .

There

follows a picture of Fanny Towne r crying herself to sleep
over Melbour n e , Jim Town er di s c overi ng Ros i e ' s murder , t h en
h i s return to Fanny and the r i se of he r ma terna l protective n e ss for h er husb and, t h e arr i val of He ctor's beautiful sist er,
Nancy, another g limpse of J anie and Philip , a chapt er devoted
to Savinia and h er worry over He ctor ' s ill he a lth, Fanny
managing Jim , Savinia b e c oming a trifly embarrass ed when
shown an x-ray of Hector 's stomach , Melbourne 's d e cision to
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help clear Jim's name in connection with Hosie's murder, the
proprietress of a brothel tipping off the police as to Tony's
whereabouts.

The final chapter, number twenty-four strangely

enough, shows a reunion of some of the leading characters at
a tea given by Savinia in honor of Nancy's arrival.
Thus in this type of adaptation of the cluster novel the
characters alternate in their occupation of the center of the
stage.

V\Then their turn comes for this vantage spot there is

no question about their dominance, however, for their plot is
developed to the exclusio.n of all the others.

In this type

of cluster adaptation, possibly a shred of artistic unity is
sacrificed and a suggestion of complex uneveness given , but
it is as essentially effective as the "perfect" cluster .
A thi r d type of adaptation is that smooth running type
in which a single character ·gives rise to a series of
separate episode s which owe their strands of unity to that
single character largely.

Ashton 1 s Dr. Serecold, Vdlder' s

The Cabala, The Town of Tombarel by Locl<e, Claudia by Zweig,
and Bloodl Ground by Tarleton se em to be clusters of this
nature.
Dr. Serecold may serve as an example.

At three o'clock

in the morning we join Dr . Luke Serecold at the death bed of
his partner, Dr. Gaunt .

We follow him then through his next

twenty-four hours sharing with him his fe ar of a fatal illness,
his admiration for his little Scotch girl as s istant, and the
memories which some of his visits bring back to him.

We
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learn the stories of General Meredith and his tragic friendship for Miss Purefoy which drove his wife insane; Miss
Purefoy and her determination to lceep on one of her servant
girls after the maid's illegitimate child is born; Emily Unwin
with whom the doctor was once in love and who is bravely
facing an operation for cancer; Lady Catterick who is driving
her war-shocked son, Harry, into insanity by harping on his
unfitness for marriage to Angela Fletcher until Dr. Serecold
kidnaps Harry and sends him away with Angela; the flirtatious
Margery, daughter of Emily and wife of a fine young man; and
the birth of a child at the Perkin's home.

Thus the day

"which had begun with an old man's death had ended with the
birth of a child."l
Evelyn Scott in her stupendous novel, The

~'

adapted the cluster principle as no one else has.

has

In some

one hundred brief impressionistic scenes through snatches of
description, bits of disconnected and incomplete narrative,
vignettes of character sketche.s, individual dramas, excerpts
from newspapers and letters, all entirely separate and
disconnected, she has pictured graphically the influence and
the complexity of the Civil War.

"It has no plot but the

cosmic plot of wars, no h er o but mankind. 11 2
Ostenso's Waters Under the Earth illustrates another
1

Helen Ashton, Q!• Serecold, 305.

2

Frances Lamont Robbins, "The Wave", Outlook and Independent, July 10, 1929, 430.
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conception of the cluster theme in that the episodic plot is
suggested only slightly in telling of the tragically repressed
lives of the Walland children and the dominance of their
father, Matt.

The only cluster indication comes in the fact

that each of the divisions in the novel is named for one of
the Welland children and is dominated chiefly by that one
character.

The divisions are:

i. Carlotta
ii. Paget

iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.

Tom
Jenny
David
Sophie
Ruth
Carlotta

A similar use was made in Vita Sackville-West's distinguished novel, The Edwardians, where the sections were
entitled according to the chief influence in that section
on the life and character of young Sebastian, Duke of Chevron.
These sections were:
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.

Chevron
Anquetil
Sylvia
Sylvia
Teresa.
Teresa.
Anquetil

In approaching those works which are· less markedly clusters,
one brings into view novels similar to Feuchtwanger's Success.
Here it is as if the authors have excellent opportunities for
developing true cluster novels, and ha.ve subjects which could
best be handled by the cluster type, yet they fail to take
advantage of the opportunities.

The novels of this division
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tell stories of groups of characters who are united by some
circumstance, yet the plots

ar (~

not developed in the clearly

episodic and separate units which are characteristic of the
true cluster novel.
example.

Success may be chosen as a typical

The discussion of Success must be lengthy; it can

be no other way.

The novel presents an amazingly broad field,

in fact, a veritable cross section of contemporary Bavarian
civilization.

It shows the breathtaking expanse of the

canvas upon which the cluster novelist may work.
The main plot of this novel deals with the case of
Martin Kreuger, subdirector of the National Gallery in Munich,
who is arrested and convicted on a trumped up case of perjury.
Johanna Krain, a frank, capable girl, comes to Martin's aid
swearing he was with her the night when he wa s ac cused of being with another woman.
marries him

When Martin is sent to prison she

th~re.

A love affair with an attractive, brilliant, and young
author, Jacques Tuverlin, makes her forget for a while her
husband's plight, until a visit to the prison shows Martin a
very ill man.

Enlisting the ai d of a rich Americ 2n, Tuverlin

succe eds in gaining Kreuger's fre edotn but it comes too l a te,
for the prisoner has died in his cell.
Determined to show up the injustice of the c a se, Tuverlin
and Johanna produce moving pictures and edit a book portraying such a gripping presentation of th e c a se tha t the country
is deeply moved.
Such is the main plot of Success.

The cluster tendencies
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do not come there, rather do they appear in the minor plots
and with the minor characters which make up the grea.ter part
of the novel.

Running in and out of the major narrative

weave the stories of countless characters.

A spirit of unity

is given through their connection with Kreuger, his trial,
punishment, and life after death.
There is Otto Klenk, Minister of Justice, until his ill
health forces him to retire, whose self-satisfaction Pnd
calmly dominating manner set him up as an unpopular figure.
Feuchtwanger gives a masterly touch to Klenk's personal enemy, Franz Flaucher.

A weak, rather cowardly figure, he

sits in the taverns eating countless radishes, with his
daschund at his feet.
There is the villainous Franz Ratzenberger·, a chauffeur
who commits perjury, and, after death, sends his spirit to
haunt his widow.
Perhaps the most interesting character is that of Dr.
Geyer, Martin's defending barrister.

His ability and his

unusual br:tlliance of mind go for naught as he lets himself
be bled by his illegitimate son, Eric Bornhaak.
Herr Hessreiter wins the reader's affection pr obably
because he evidently had won that of his creator, hlr.
Feuchtwanger.

Kindly and gentlemanly, secure in finan-

cial independence gained from his successful porcelain
factory, we regret and object with him when he is forced by
his mistress to give up his fl.rtistic home, marry her, and
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move to her house.
The lower middle clas s is well represented in Feuchtwanger's novel.

Cajetan Lechner, a jurist at Kreuger's trial

and a helplessly muddled old man , has as his great loves in
life an antique jewel casket which he has reconstructed, and
a certain y e llow house in Munich which he wants above all
things.

His daughtei' , Annie, loves Kaspar Pro ekl, Martin

Kreuger 's good friend.

His son Beno finally settles down to

marry Zenzi, the c a shier of a popular c afe.
The revolutionary movement of the True Germans, a group
of young radicals, brings in more characters.
Rupert Kutzner is the leader.

The dashing

Erich Bornhaak and his friend,

Von Dellmaier, are unscrupulous and unmoral young men living
reckless lives .
Besides these are Dr . Hartl, t h e judge ; Doctors Matthai
and Pfisterer, authors; Gr e ide r er, the voluptuous painter;
Baron Reindly, managing director of the Bavarian Motor Wor ks;
Dr . Bichler, blind peasant secret rul er of Bavaria ; Herr
Pfaundl e r, restaurant owner and entertaining magna te de luxe;
Insarova, Ru ssian danc er; Balthasar Hierl , a c omedian; Fan ny
de Lucca, a champion tennis player who shoots herself when
she can no longer play; Amal i a Sandhuber, the stupid maid
wh o is killed by the True Germans; and, a strangely incongruous note, Daniel Washington Potter, the America n millionaire.
The two "Hotel" novels of wide popularity are rather
like Success in their cluster pos s ibilities.

The reference
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is to Vicki Baum's Grand Hotel, and to Arnold Bennett's
Imperial Palace.

Both of these novels are developed in the

usual novel form although both novels are motivated by a
plot and an idea essential ly "clusterish" in nature.

They

develop more or less kaleidoscopic reflections of life in
typical European hotels de luxe.
together through a unity of

The characters are brought

settin ~ ,

and their lives and

personalities immediately begin to mingle.
Through its almost world-wide popularity due to its presentation in novel, drama, and cinema form, Vicki Baum's
Grand Hotel is known everywhere.

Its story is one of life in

the Grand Hotel in Berlin where are gathered the following
chief characters:

Herr Kringelein, a shy little country

clerk who comes to the city to spend his last days in a
fling at life and luxury; Baron von Gaigern, at t rHctive and
fascinating gentleman crook; Grusinskaya , aging star of
t h e ballet; Flaemmchen, beautiful young secretary; and
Preysing, bigoted small town manufac t uring magnate.
The dramatic presentation as seen in the Los Angeles
production with a large cast headed by Christian Hub, Olga
Baclanova, and Ian Keith, s eemed to dev e lop the cluster
tendencies to a greater extend than did the novel.

With the

opening scene in which are seen and heard alternately,
fl ashes of the leading charac ters as they are telephoning,
the episodic or cluster not e is sounded .

With the rapidly

changing scenery showing first the lobby, then t h e pr ivate
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rooms of the Baron, Herr Preysing, Kringelein, and Gruainskaya, a true impression of the complex life in a Grand
Hotel is given.
Perhaps the next classification, as we approach the far· flung boundaries of the cluster realm, should include groups
of short stories which carry only a bare suggestion of unity.
Here the works more definitely approach true collections of
short stories in that the stories are separate entities with
only a mechanical unity through a common theme.
Among such works .a re Bridal Pond by zona Gale, stories
of life in small Wisconsin towns; Tales from the Argentine,
edited by Waldo Frank, stories unified through a common setting;
John Galsworthy's Q!! Forsyte 'Change, short tales unified
through family; Nacio, His Affairs by Eleanor Mercein, all
stories of Basque people and the Urruty family; Great Stories
of

~

Life published in 1930 and containing almost sixty

tales of romantic and criminal stories of history retold by
several authors; But

Once~

Year by Eleanor Abbot, containing

eight Christmas stories; Golden Tales of the Old South collected and edited by May

Lru~erton

Becker including twenty

stories and one poem about the south; Headlines by Mildred
Gilman, a collection of short tales of a poor community on
Staten Island with each story having a headline for a title ;
The Underworld of Paris by M. Morain in which he tells stories
taken from the official records of the police department; P .
Wren's

Good_ q~st~~

c.

short stories of the famous Geste brothers
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and the French Foreign Legion; Arthur Schnitzler's Little
Novels, ten stories dealing with Austrian life at the end
of the last century; a collection of fourteen stories
about the Great Lakes by James Oliver Curwood in Falkner of
the Inland Seas; an arm.1sing collection of ten shor·t stories
called Scotch and Water by Guy Gilpatric; Tales Told

~

Simpson by May Sinclair, thirteen tales told by Simpson of
the upper class side of artistic life in London; Eve1-yman

~

War edited by C. B. Purdom, a collection of sixty personal
narratives told by English soldiers relating their experiences
in the World War; Paper Houses by William Plomer, eight acute
tales of Japan and Englishmen in Japan; Louis Bromfield's
Awake and Rehearse, an amazing fantastic collection of short
stories

dealin~

w:i. th llves

11

formed and motivated or crushed

and distorted by love''; Gallery of Women by Dreiser, a twovolume collection of short stories of the women who had
entered his life; Poor Women by Nora Hoult,

~

stories concerning the need of women for men.

group of short
Alice Beal

Parsons c a lls it "Variations on the 'l'heme of Despondency. ul
Non-fiction subjects also fit nicely into such "clusterish" arrangements.

Glimpses of the Great by George

s.

Viere ck

is a collection of t h irty-one interviews gath ere d s o as to
give the "quality of a wo .::·thwhile picture of contemporary
life."
1

Sidney Dark shows a g a llery of erring que ens in

Alice Beal Parsons, "Poor Women", the New York Herald
Tribune "Books", Jun e 2, 1929, 2.
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Twelve Hoyal Ladies; Twenty-one

Amerlc~

by Nlven Busch, Jr.

presents a flip pant picture of a varied assortment of Americans; a symposium of the opinions of twelve southerners on
the south and the agrarian tradition is the subject of I'll
Take

Mz

Stand; Frederick Bechdolt in Giants of the Old West

presents a series of graphic and dramatic portraya ls of the
personalities and careers of men who were leader s in opening
up the west; in a b ook entitled Divorce a group of international writers pres ent their ideas on the subject;

~

Hohenzollerns by Herbert Eulenberg l e ts the re a der i n on a
tour of the ancestral portrait gallery of the Hohenzollerns.
Emile Ludwig 's Three Titans g ives biographical slcetches of
Michelangelo, Rembrandt, Beethoven; Edward H. Smith in You
Can Escape tells t he stories of nineteen famous escapes from
American prisons; For Joan of Arc:

~Act

of Homage by

Marshal Foch and Eight other Mernbers of the French Academy,
is just what t he title indicates, a s eries of tributes to the
Maid of Orleans; a group of informal sk etches of English
princesses whose names have be en Mary makes up Hoyu l Marys
by E. Thornton Coole; Giuseppe Portigliotti also presents a
group of bi ographical sketches in Some

Fasci n atin~

'tlomen of

the Renaissance; Joseph 'Nood Krutch unites in Five Masters
discussions of fi ve men who have had a tremendous influence
on the n ovel ; Twelve Against t he Gods :

The Story of Adventure

by William Bolitho is a group of clever essays more or les s
biographical--the list is almost endless.
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· Taking advantage of the American's love of categorical
classification, an attempt has been made to classify so1ne
contemporary worlcs which have cluster characteristics .

It

has been a classification based chiefly on de gree and methods
of unity of the various s e par Rte short nar ratives or episodes.
The chief value of such a classification lies probably in
the realization wh ich it bring s of t he varieties of adaptations of the clust e r principle which have already been made
since the rediscovery, or the discovery, of t h e form a few
ye a rs ago.
The chronological development of contemporary novels
with clust e r tendencies, and the classification of t h ose
works form a firm bas :ts for a discussior. of some of the chief
qualities of those clust e r novels.
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CHAPTER VII
CHAHACTEH ISTIC S OF THE CLUS'fEH NOVEL

Probably the most distinguishing f eatur e of the cluster
novel is that unifying or motivating force which give s rise
to the intricate planning and form of t :.,.e work .

It is that

force wh ich transforms the single vivid episodes from mere
collections of short storles into well rounded unifi ed
nov e ls.

It i s that force which transforms the moder n cluster

into sometlling enttrely s eparate and distinct from t he early
frame stories .
To some cri tics this device of unif ic ati on is a n arti fic i a l one.

To the g re Ht . majori t y, how e ver , it is a device

worthy of its use--one which seems strHngcly t o a nswer--yes ,
even to point the wa y t o t h e carefully planned pattern of
t he futur e nov el f orm .

'rhere i s undoubtedly a danger in a ll

new and experhnental forms that unslcill ed and unfeeline; au thor s
1nay lose sigh t of t he perman ent v a lue s of plot and character
dev elopment in t he ir a tt emp ts t o formulate new and striking
f or·11s and de vices .

It must be admi tted however , that any

external form or te chnica l devic e which c a n be so devised
t hat it leads to more adequ ate a nd appropriate presentat ion
of subject ma tt er -- s u ch a device wou l d b e a worthy contr ibution to liter ary forms .
In a critical appr ec i a tion of Goete l' s strang e work From
Day to Day Gladys Graham writ es :
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It sometimes seems th a t authors in their striving after
new forms hav e nctually b e come more interest ed in novelt i es
t han in nove l s . How many short stories since 'l1he Bridge of
San Luis Rel hav e b e en bound together on some specious ground
'Orproplnqu ty or incident and have be en brou ght forw a rd as
novels . And tha t , of course , is the most e l ementary of t he
methods to avoid the old cradle - to - t h e-gra ve sequent i al
na rr a tive . Bu t when L:1A d e vice used se ems so e s sentia l a
part of the t e lling of the story t h a t one is scarcely conscious of it as a dev i ce at a ll , or when , even if it is ob viously imposed pattern , it seems to b e t he only po s sible
way of telling some particul a r !tory, t~ e sacrifice of simplicity is certRinly justified . ·
In a study of thirty- two nov e ls which demonstra ted definite cluster inc linations it was va luable to note ju s t what
were thes e un ify ing factors .

The mo s t conunonly recu!·ring

ones we r e thos e of f runily relationsh i p s , setting , and a
r ep e tition of chnract ers .
Many of the ear·ly clusters find motivatlon and unity
through f amily rel a tionships .

:t·;dge woPth 1 s v10rk , Cas tle

Ha ckrent , tu1·n s to a s tory of the a ppear ance in four g ener o.ti ons of cert ai n similar t r aits of chHra c t er s in t he Hack rent fa mily .

In 'l 'he Th r ee Blnck Penn;r s b y 1ierge sh e i rner , the

f amily and family traits unify the three s e pur a t e stori e s of
the b l ack shee p ln t h e Penny family .

Other clu st er n ove ls

wh ich ua e famlly r e l at ionsh.tps as the un l fyin g ti e a r·e 'Nes co.tt ' s The Gr a ndmothc.t·s , IIergesh eime r 1 s Tl.1e

]~ ime::~ t on o

Tr ee,

Ost enso 1 s Ha ters under t he Earth , Hen 1 s The Six i.irs . a r e on e:.; ,
Serg eant ' s Short
Tarl e ton ' s
1

.~

B loo~l

Any Dr e nm , Beede ' s Pr a L•ie Women , and

Ground .

Gladys Grah am, "From Day to Day ", Saturday Heview of
Lit er a ture , June 2 , 193 1 , 909.
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The influence of setting brings unity to an equal number
of novels.

Bullet's Marden Fee shows this influence markedly .

On the same spot in the village of Marden Fee, three episodes,
strikingly similar, are enacted at widely separated intervals.
The three hotel novels discussed in t h is study, Night in
Hotel by Crawshay-VIilliams, Imperial

Pala~~

~

by Bennett , and

Grand Hotel by Baum, all depend upon the hotel setting to
link the large group of characters.

Other cluster novels

using setting to link the separate parts include Hergesheimer's
The Limes tone 'l' ree and 'l'he Three Blac1c Pennys, Locke 1 s The
Town o!:_Tombarel, Smart's New England Holida;z:, Wil l i ams • The
Great Oaks, Hatcher's Tunnel Hill, and Tarleton's BJ.oodz.
Ground.
The third and perhaps the most frequently used linking
and motivating force is that of charact er .

In several of

the novels a single character unifies and dominates .

Such

perhaps is Ashton's novel Dr . Serecold, dominated by Dr.
Luke and his kindly ministerings.

In The Strange Case of

Miss Annie Spra!.ill. by Bromfield, the death of Annie seems to
provide a center upon which t o tie the stories of the other
characters, while in Nathan' s satiric little novel , The Orchid,
the Profes so r serves as the link.

In Locke's Town of

Tomba rel, the delightful mayor, gent leman, and wine-grower,
M. Tombarel, serves as a centralizing polnt.

The character

of Poor Car oline, in Holtby 's novel of that name, links the
widely divergent stockholders :Ln her Cinema venture.

Poole 's
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Car of Croesus, Wilder's The Cabala, Zweig's Claudia,
Hatcher's Tunnel Hill, and Forty-se cond Parallel by Dos
Passos are other novels in which characters serve as chief
links in the novels.
Objective threads upon which have been st1•ung be ads of
narrative are intriguing to note.

One of the best examples

is the falling of the bridge in Wilder's Bridge of San Luis
Rey, which not only cast five leading characters into the
gulf but also precipitated Brother Jun:tper into the midst
of telling the story.

In Holtby's Poor Caroline t h e Christian

Cinema Company of London, as well as Poor Caroline, unites
the stories of the stockh olders.

Manuel Komroff in Coronet

uses two symbols, a coronet and a silver whip, as constantly
recur~ing

unifying influences.

The Civil War is the more

objective motivation for Evelyn Scott's epic novel,

~ ~·

In Bromfield's Twenty-four Hours, as in Lorna Rea 's The
Six Mrs. Greenes, a dinner party is the vehic le to which the
authors bind the strands of their short narratives.

A lux-

urious automobile in Poole's Car of Croesus, a case of justice
in Feuchtwanger 's Success, a season in The Orchid by Nathan ,
and a party in New England Holiday by Smart give additional
illustrations of this objective typo of unification.
Combina ti ons of these v arious forces are the rule rath er
than the exception.

It is not surprising to notice that

family and setting are commonly united.

Such is t he case in

Castle Rackren t, Limestone Tree, Three Black Pennys, and
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Short

~

Any Dream.

Setting and characters are combined in

Dr. Serecold, Paradise City, Night in

~

Hotel, Town of

Tombarel, New England Holiday, Claudia, The Cabala,
Bridge of San Luis

~~

~

Grand Hotel, Tunnel Hill, and Tides

of Malvern.
A second feature of some import in this discussion of
cluster characteristics is the unusual range of time which is
adaptable.

This versatile form cares as appropriately for a

narrative covering twenty-four hours as it does for one
including a panorama of several centuries.

Whether the

cluster novelist wishes to present graphic camera flashes of
several characters in their immediate relationsllips, a series
of family portraits in generation measurements, or an epic
summary of several centuries--all of these may be taken care
of quite adequately, if one may judge from examples noted
in our contemporary clust er novels.
Several of the most popular clusters, a popularity
based on best seller lists, have presented flashing yet
complete series of sketches covering from twenty-four to fortyeight hours.

Ashton's Dr. Serecold depicts a doctor's day

with its endless responsibilities.

Bromfield's very popular

novel, Twenty-four Hours, leaves no doubt as to its elapsed
period of time.

Crawshay-Williams in his Night in the Hotel

lifts the roof of a fashionable European hostelry to allow
his readers to watch the antics of the occupants during one
night.

About thirty-six hours are pas s ed enjoyably with Vicki
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Baum in Grand Hotel.
A week-end is the extent of Smart's New England Holiday,
while in Lorna Rea's nove l The Six Mrs. Greenes the time is
probably just a few days,

Other clusters covering a period

of not more than several months are Holtby's

~Caroline,

Nathan's The Orchid, Poole's Car of Croesus, and Wilder's
The Cabala.
Those clusters which cover a period of time approaching
the length of a lifetime are Bromfield's The

Strange~

of

Miss Annie Spragg, Paradise City by Channen, Dos Passes'
p-orty-second Parallel, Ostenso 1 s Waters Under the Earth,
Wilder's Bridge of San Luis Rey, Beede's Prairie Women, and
Hatcher'~

Tunnel Hill.

It seems that generally those clusters which attempt a
very short or a v ery long period of time are more essentially
"clusterish" than the others.
many generations.

Many effect ive ones cover

The Limestone Tre e by Hergesheimer e xtends

over one hundred years, as does Wesc ot t's The Gran&nothers.
Three generations of famil y history are covered in
Hergesheimer's The Three Black Pennys and in Sergeant 's Short
~Any

Dream.

Edgeworth's Castle Hackrent covers approxi-

mately four generations.

The Tides of Malvern by Griswold,

Bloody Ground by Tarleton, and Great Oaks by Williams are
among t h ose eff e ctive clusters which extend over a long
p e ri od of time , rang ing from two to three hundred years.
Bulle tt 's Marden Fe e pres ents three rather widely divergent
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episodes coming first in prehistoric times, then in the
eighteenth century, while the last comes just twenty-flve
years after the second episode.

Qor_~~1et

probably the longest of the clusters.

by Komroff is

Iis various divisions

come in 1600, 1812, 1814, 1850, 1900, and 1919.
In studying over and reviewing the subject matters as
used by the authors of contemporary clusters, in spite of
wide variations of minor details of plot, three general divisions seeJn to sugge s t themselves.
In many of the thirty-two clusters may be found attempts
to portray broad sweeps of life using cross section methods.
Whether the aim is to present the broad aspect of the com·plexi ties .of a single life in a single day, or whether the
purpose is to impressionistically but realistic a lly trace a
series of generations throughout a colossal compa ss of centuries, it matt ers little.
As may b e remembered, in Ashton's Dr. Serecold it is
t he picture of one d ay in the life of one man.

In Twenty-four

Hours Louis Bromfield gives a cross section view of a certain
class of society in th e New Yor J.; of today, emphasizing th e
chaotic complexities and en tang l ements of their lives in
twenty-four hours.
;\ otel is similar.

Crawshay-William' s idea in

N i g~ t t

in

~

The idea of crea ting a literary r eflection

of t he varied human lives associated temporarily and fat e fully in an hotel for a s i ngle night appealed strongly to
this author.
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Dos Passos has taken steps of permanent value toward
creating a form suitable for the depiction of contemporary
American life.

In

Forty~sccond

Parallel the broadly di-

vergent characters and episodes typically suggest features of
twentieth century civilization.
The broad sweep of modern Bavarian life is the subject
matter of Feuchtwanger's Success.

Manue l Komroff's Coronet

majestically outlines the deterioration of aristocracy
throughout the ages.

Evelyn Scott's subject matter in The

Wave concerns itself with presenting a finely microscopic
eros s section of American life during the Civil Viar.
More frequently used perhaps than any other subject in
this first category is that which describes a broad sweep
of family history throughout several generatlons.

i\lnong

such clusters claiming this subject are Beede 's Prairie
Women, Griswold's Tides of Malve rn , Hergesheimer ' s Three
Black Pennys and The Limestone Tree, Kornroff's Coronet,
Sergeant 's Short as Any Dream, Great Oaks by Williams , and
The Grandmothers by Wescott .
A second cie.ssification in subject matte1· should surely
take into consideration those many excellent clustel'S in
which charact er portrayal and development is t h e chief concern of the author ,

Few fiction al forms allow for such a

range of character poss ibilities between the covers of a
single book, while at the sarne time gu aranteeing the present ness and graphic realnes s which it is possible to give in
ea ch episode .
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Bromfield's two clusters, The Strange

Case~~

Annie Spragg and Twenty-four Hours, provide excellent possi-

---

·- -

bilities for him to linm really artistically created charactors.

Channen's Paradise City, Hergesheimer's Three Black

Pennls, Ostenso's Waters Under the Earth, Smart's New England
Holiday, Wilder's Bridge of San Luis Rey and The Cabala,

----

Zweig's Claudia, Hatcher's Tunnel Hill, and Rea's The Six Mrs.

----

--

Greene s all emphasize the delineation of character.
A third possible suggestion in classifying the varied
themes comes in a scrutiny of Feuchtwanger's Success, Komroff's
~Coronet,

Scott's The Wave, and Wilder's The Bridge of San

Luis _Rey, all colossal and rather majestic works.

Besides

the similarity suggested by the uniform magnitude of their
subject matters, these novels also are alike in that through
them their respective authors are all moved and motivated by
a subtle purposeful idea.

In Success it is the deficiencies

in modern systems of justice; in Coronet it is the decay of
native, intellectual, military, artistic aristocracy.

In The

Wave the worl{ is dominated by the shadow of War; while in
The Bridge, Wilder is greatly moved by the mystery of the
pattern of divine reasoning which requires that five particular lives be snuffed out with the fall of a bridge.
There are probably other conclusions which might be
drawn from this study of novels with cluster inclina tions,
but these three features--the use of varying methods of unification, the range in possibilities in elapsed time, and the
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summary of the three chief subject matters--the se features
are the really significant ones surely.
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CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSI ON
With the contemporary c luster nov e ls and adapt &tions
ana l yzed in detail , with their chronologi cal development
outlined, with their chm· acter i st:tc features summal; lz e d-with al l of these ac comp lish ed, the conclusion of this discuss ion is reached.

There is little left now but t h e n eed

of pointing out with exactne ss sev e r a l conclusions which
already have indirect ly been suggested .
The modern clust e r novel has dev e loped r a pidly in
popularity and use since its conception in 1917 by J oseph
Herg esheimer.

Such univ ersally recogn i zed writers as

Thornton Wilde r, Louis Bromf i eld , Glenwvy Wesco tt , Lorna
Rea , Arn old Benne tt, and Ar nold Zweig huve seen i t s merits
and h ave e mployed its form.

Th ere is ev ery indic at ion tha t

it will con tinue in popularity a nd u se .
Ther·e ar f-l seve ral log ic a l r ea son s why this clu ste r fol'm
is appro pr iat e for t h e fi ct ion of today a nd tomo r row , and ,
cons e quently, is destined to be a permanent form.
entiPe ly a new, untri ed techn i que .

It i s not

A similar method h a s been

in use for a lmost as long a time us s tories have been to l d .
It appears to be peculiarly prophetic in its comb ination of
qualities wh ich critics point to a s possible characteristics
of the future novel--:tt combines short story with novel
technique; it gives opportunity for the expres s ion of real ism, psychological analysis, exper i mental methods; it re-
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quires definite pattern; it is episodic and impressionistic
in disclosure of characters and plot.
The cluster form may be adapted to a wide variety of
methods.

The range from a "perfect" c lust er down to a merely

mechanical unification of

entir~ly

dissimilar non-fiction

essays offers an unlimited series of possible adaptations.
With the ch ief unifying methods being those of frumily
relations, repetition of setting, and repetition of characters ,
it might lead one to believe that those three were especially
suitable for use.
Obviously, a very wide range in possible elapsed time
is available.

Some clusters cover just a few hours while

others cover several centuries.

It appears that those clusters

in which a very short or a very long period of time is covered
are particularly effective.
The themes most consistently used are those of charact e r
portre.yal , the depiction of broad swee ps or detailed cross
sections of life and civilizations, and the purposeful
illustration of far reaching ide os and principles .
Chief merits of the cluster type should certainly be
evident aft e r the reading of several of them.
~e

the happy combination of the

present~ness,

First, there
imrnedi nteness,

and singleness of effect as adopted from the modern short
story , with the features of the novel form which allow for
broad depiction and sweeps, complexity of plots, and character development and growt1t.

8 ~3

In the s econd place, the valuabl e possibilities for
originality and variet y in adaptation of the cluster forms
make it a t echnique practica l for many t ypes of actual use.
The si gnificant danger or weaknes s of this cluster f orm
is the opportunity for the over emphasls of mechanica l and
artific Hl methods of creation.

UnskilJed writers may easily

lose sight of the permanent values of narrative and character
depiction in their concentration on evolving a form of
unconventional and experimental na tur e .
The most momentous conc lusion at which one might find
himself after such a study as this one of the cluster novel
is one which seems, at first thought , to be simp J. e and obvious.
It is that the cluster form is a great meth od and a permun ent
contribution to fictional me thods chiefly becau se it is a
v eh :tcl e of expression wh ich is especially adequ ute f or the
telling of particular types of nar rative and t he cr eat i ng of
particular t ypes of charact er .
Replying in a personal letter to t he question "Why d id
you choose the cluster form for your Strange Caso of
Annie Spragg and for your Twenty-four Hours?"

~

Louis

Bromfield wrote, "I chos e this form because it was the best
and only possible form for telling a story I had in mind.

I

think it certainly a permanent form."
From her home on Walton Stre et in London, Lorna Rea made
t his reply to a si wila r ques tion a s ke d in regards to her use
of the cluster form:

"I cho R"?l the clust er type for Six Mrs.
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Greenes b ecause it seemed to me specially suitable.

My object

was to pin down a group of people under the micro scope and
watch ( and then if possible describe) their inter-relationships and the manner in which they impinged on each other, as
well as the individual psychology of each.
"Yes, I think it will be a permanent form, since it is
obviously a convenient vehicle for describing sroups , not only
individuals."
What better proof' of the v a lue of the type could one
desire than these which come directly and so similarly !'rom
two excellent contemporary writers who have enjoyed success
in use of the clust er form.
The cluster novel is a development of some moment in
tw entieth century fiction.

It h a s come into being through

such influences as the ancient fr ame story, the early linked
biographical tales, the chronicle novel, modern experiment a l
methods, re action against the conventional long novel of tho
life of a single character , serial publication, popularity of
the short story form,

movin ~

picture methods of adaptation,

impressionisti c production in all t he arts .

It will remain

among literary forms on its own merit s becau se it is peculiarly
suitable for modern subject matter and style .
"The best form is that which makes the most of its
subje ct- -there is no other definition of the meaning of form
in fiction." 1
1

Percy Lubb<;>C;{, The Craft of Fiction, 40 .
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